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ABSTRACT
The algebraic close coupling method is applied to 
slow collisions of electrons and positrons with atomic 
hydrogen. The wave function is assumed to be of the form 
appropriate for a ls-2s-2p close coupling calculation. The 
anomaly-free variational method proposed by Nesbet, essen­
tially algebraic in nature, is used to calculate the appro­
priate phase shifts and cross sections.
Excellent agreement with previously published results 
of Burke, Schey, Smith, and others is obtained for scatter­
ing below the n=2 threshold. Valuable information con­
cerning resonance structure for positrons, and for electrons 
in the singlet and triplet states, is also obtained. A 
ls-2s approximation produces results in excellent agreement 
with the two-state approximation of Burke, Schey, and Smith 
for both the elastic and the inelastic cross sections.
In the 3-state approximation above threshold, asymp-
j. ■ j- - .. x. • ,i vrx2£+l j -3rx2£+ltotic forms of the type j^(l-e' ) and n^(l-e )
are used, where and n^ are spherical Bessel and Neumann 
functions, and 3 and y are adjustable variational para­
meters. A solution is said to have converged when it is 
stable both with respect to variations of the parameters 
3 and y, and also with respect to an increase of the basis 
states.
vii
2Because of the long range effect of the 1/r potential 
which arises from the coupling of the degenerate 2s and 2p 
states, the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions are not 
the correct asymptotic solutions for the 2p channel. This 
effect is brought out in the 3-state calculation above 
threshold, and is fully discussed in this dissertation. 




The field of electron-atom scattering has been of 
considerable interest since the introduction of wave 
mechanics. In spite of great activity in this area in 
recent years, fundamental problems still remain in the 
quantum mechanics of few particle systems. One of the 
simplest of these is the interaction of an electron (or a 
positron)with a neutral hydrogen atom.
The difficulties which remain are partially numerical
and partially conceptual. In an effort which began
approximately ten years ago, Burke and collaborators have
calculated cross sections for both elastic and inelastic
scattering of electrons and positrons by hydrogen atoms.^
This work employed the close coupling procedure in which
the wave function is expanded in eigenstates of the
hydrogen atom. Complicated integro-differential equations
result which must be integrated numerically. The major
achievement has been the prediction of series of resonances
below the various inelastic thresholds. Some of these have
been observed experimentally. However, as was pointed out
2by Burke and Schey, the convergence of the method is 
slow, and only a limited number of eigenstates may be 
included in a practical calculation. This means that 
highly excited bound states and all continuum states are
1
2
excluded. Continuum states contribute 18.6% of the polar-
izability of the hydrogen atom in its ground state, and
neglect of this contribution severely reduces the accuracy
of the results at low energies. In order to improve the
situation, Burke, Gallaher, and Geltman have modified the
usual form of the close coupling method by including in the
eigenstate expansion pseudo-states chosen in such a way as
2to give the ground state polarizability exactly.
A substantial increase in confidence in the validity
of results of scattering calculations can result from the
employment of variational methods. These approaches were
3 4developed by Hulthen and Kohn. Schwartz utilized the 
Kohn procedure to carry out an extensive calculation of 
the s-wave elastic scattering of electrons and positrons 
from atomic hydrogen using up to 50 trial functions of the 
type introduced by Hylleraas to describe the bound states
5of two-electron atoms. Armstead carried out a similar 
calculation for p-wave elastic scattering of electrons 
and positrons from atomic hydrogen. Because of the 
extensiveness of the calculations, the results of Schwartz 
and Armstead are considered exact below the first thresh­
old. However, the calculations of Schwartz and Armstead 
were not extended to produce detail in the resonance 
region, and neither author considered inelastic scattering 
processes. Schwartz also encountered some difficulties 
using the Kohn method. Wild fluctuations and instability
3
in the phase shifts were occasionally encountered. Values 
ranging anywhere from -°° to +°° were obtained for the phase 
shifts which should be accurate to "second order". The 
algebraic source of this difficulty was pointed out by
gDemkov and Shepelenko.
7Harris proposed an expansion method for calculating 
phase shifts which avoids the fluctuations encountered by 
Schwartz. The method was applied to low energy electron- 
hydrogen and electron-helium scattering by Michels and
Qothers. In the Harris method, the real Hamiltonian which 
has a continuous spectrum is approximated by an operator 
with a point spectrum. These points are the eigenvalues 
obtained from the simultaneous diagonalization of the 
Hamiltonian and overlap matrix on a chosen, finite basis 
set. We have found that the Harris eigenvalues tend to 
bunch near zero scattering energy and near thresholds, with 
only a few inbetween. The bunding near zero enables a 
reliable calculation of the scattering length. By adjusting 
the basis functions one may obtain a reasonable spectrum 
of scattering energies. However, in situations where there 
is a need to scan a narrow region of energy to study phase 
shifts, as encountered in resonance phenomena, the Harris 
method is less useful.
gNesbet has extended the Harris method to enable the 
calculation of scattering phase shifts at arbitrary 
energies. The Nesbet method was applied to low energy
4
s-wave electron-hydrogen scattering by Callaway, Oberoi,
and Seiler.10 Resonances in both the singlet and the
triplet case were uncovered and investigated in detail.
Nesbet11 has also developed a procedure to include
inelastic processes. In an algebraic formalism which
should be free of anomalies, judicious use of the Kohn or
inverse Kohn formulae avoids the spurious singularities
encountered by Schwartz while using the Kohn procedure.
12Harris and Michels have also proposed a method for in­
elastic processes, which is an extension of their approach 
to elastic scattering.
This dissertation presents calculations of low energy 
electron- and positron-hydrogen scattering for three partial 
waves below the n=2 threshold. Inelastic processes are 
done using both a ls-2s and a ls-2s-2p close coupling 
approximation, utilizing the procedures proposed by Nesbet. 
We use a close coupling expansion in hydrogen atom eigen­
states , and thus are working in the same realm as Burke 
and collaborators. The distinct difference, however, is
in the method employed to solve the resulting system of
1 30linear inhomogeneous equations. Burke et ajL ' have 
employed numerical integration techniques exclusively. 
Frequently, especially for small values of the scattering 
energy, the numerical iteration scheme fails to converge.
The Nesbet procedure is essentially algebraic in nature.
The resulting system of linear inhomogeneous equations is
5
solved by a matrix technique in which all of the matrix 
elements involve integrals which have explicit analytic 
expressions. The method is quite fast in terms of computer 
time, and is able to predict resonance structure in detail. 
Also, the method is quite capable of handling large numbers 
of closely coupled states.
In Chapter II we outline the Nesbet procedure and 
demonstrate how it is applied to electron- and positron- 
hydrogen scattering. Chapter III presents the results for 
electron-hydrogen scattering below the first threshold.
Three partial waves were analyzed in the singlet and the 
triplet state. Scattering lengths and resonance structure 
are also included in this chapter. Chapter IV presents 
the results for positron-hydrogen scattering below the 
first threshold for three partial waves. Resonance 
structure was noted for all three partial waves and is 
described in detail. In Chapter V we report results for 
electron-hydrogen scattering above the n=2 threshold using 
both a ls-2s and a ls-2s-2p approximation, along with a 
discussion concerning asymptotic solutions. Chapter VI 
contains the results for positron-hydrogen scattering above 
the n=2 threshold. Finally, Chapter VII includes a 
discussion of the Nesbet procedure, along with some con­
clusions concerning it.
2Atomic units (}rf=l, m e =2) are used throughout 
this work. Energies are given in rydbergs (1 ryd.=13.605eV)
unless specified otherwise. Phase shifts are given 
radians.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE NESBET VARIATIONAL METHOD
We are dealing with a multichannel problem so we
define a channel in which a collision takes place by a
complete set of quantum numbers. A convenient choice,
13following Burke, is
S) = f SA L  ̂  hL hs , (ii-D
where
specify the orbital angular momentum and spin of 
the atomic state 
£,2 is the orbital angular momentum of the scattered
electron (positron) 
p specifies any further quantum numbers required
to define the atomic state 
it is the parity of the system which is conserved
in the collision.
L and S satisfy the triangular relations
I Sj-i/ ± S * Sj +J tn-2)
7
8
In each channel the system is represented by an atomic 
eigenstate compounded with the angular variables and spin 
of the incident electron to form an eigenstate of L and S 
multiplied by a radial wave function describing the relative 
motion of the electron and the atom.
We first construct a trial wave function to represent 
the system. Scattering phase shifts and cross sections are 
determined from the asymptotic form of the radial wave 
function. We therefore construct a variational functional 
I and use the Kohn and the inverse Kohn variational 
principles to determine stationary values of the coeffi­
cients of the asymptotic solutions. For the single channel 
problem, the Hulthen and the inverse Hulthen variational 
principles are also used.
The R matrix offers a convenient way to determine 
scattering cross sections. The pabtial cross section for 
a transition from channel p to channel q is






L'il,!') - "> i/''0 .7  L-± '9 (XI-5)
r x
The index v specifies the incident channel, N the number of 
channels, and the sum is taken over all final channels q.
We use the close coupling approximation to write the wave 
function for the scattering of an electron from a hydrogen 
atom in the form
/ ^  -N f  Â LOlFX U C1}F Crt
j ?  )  i %  • (I1.6)
The operator is the two particle exchange operator and
the function u is the hydrogenic radial function germane 
to channel q. The angular function is defined as
\i <-?,,£)') C./AALj Vc-'V)
(II-7)
where C is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and the Y's are 
the usual spherical harmonics.
The scattering wave function can be written as the 
sum of an exponentially decaying internal function 0^ and 
a free wave asymptotic solution. We write
-0 o  -0
f ;  1. s ,  * u ;  c .
> b l  °3 J  J3 3  ; <I X - 8 >
10
where cross sections depend of the relative values of the 
c^g (i=0, 1) .
The asymptotic solutions are
(~ C o i  C ko sT ~~ 9 'hJ'L
z z (II-9)
We can make use of the theory of the R matrix discussed 
earlier in this chapter by choosing
'-C>5 , (11-10)
so that the wave function in Eq. (11-30) asymptotically 
has the same form as in the R matrix theory. The second a 
coefficient becomes
<L* - Y Jo (11-11)
where
R  - . , ,^  Z (11-12)
The Kohn variational method then determines extremum values 
of the elements of the R matrix.
If we choose
11
°^d % 1 (H-13)
then we would have
o L  - f
°% I ) (11-14)
where
C  ■ f * s  -3  ^ (11-15)
The element R  ̂ is an element of the R-inverse matrix, vq
We use the inverse Kohn variational method to determine 
extremum values of the elements of the R-inverse matrix.
We can approximate the internal function by an 
expansion in a set of normalizable basis functions. If the 
set of basis functions could become complete, the represen­
tation of would become exact. We writeq
? *  = 7  V  c 3 "
% ^   ̂ (n-16)
where n^ specifies the number of basis functions in channel
The coefficients of Eq. (11-16) are determined by 
demanding that the trial wave function i(jv satisfy the
12
Schrodinger equation in the subspace of Hilbert space 
spanned by the basis functions n^- We demand
2
CL~Jj % p j p  - -3-j - * X  (11-17)
where
£  ,s
r ( i , o - L e ; t u K ‘ >
2  £ a]





Equation (11-17) can be written
H  £  < e r ° ' ° / w - * /  e Z  <■>.*} c l *
- x  ^^T9<®r°/o i »-?!#,j°'L#  1
2 L (11-22)
S\)Eq. (11-22) determines the coefficients C. as linearD
combinations of the a*s. We can write
C y  ~  ( ° L o g C y o  b J ) *
J, (11-23)
Equation (11-22) is satisfied if we choose the coefficients 
*"bi (11-23) to satisfy the equations
s*. L>
/ & l c '' °  l y - £  ^  c )
£> _Z (IX-24)
U- —
It is convenient to define the functions
£ * < * , 0 - 2 1  e ^ . o c ; i
3 ^ (11-25)
0 , 1  ,
so that Eqs. (11-24) can be written
^  )̂ 'j=) ̂  o = — < ©̂cL(i'1̂ ) i
S*- (11-26)
-i = •
It should be noted that in terms of the functions defined 
in Eqs. (11-25) the internal close coupling function 
becomes
14
Equation (11-26) can be written in the alternate form
i»-e I °
^  - = 0j j , (11-28)
where
& (11-29)
We can use Eq. (11-29) to write the wave function for the 
system in the general form
o ■ = ) chi} — y  °L •  ̂ .
I ] L-± (11-30)
It should be clear that the determination of the
gfunctions (j). of Eq. (11-25) obtained by solving Eqs. iq
(11-26) is sufficient to determine the trial wave function 
It is convenient in solving Eqs. (11-26) to construct 
the set of eigenfunctions which satisfy the homogeneous 
part of Eqs. (11-24) at energy eigenvalues Ea from the 
equations
P̂Z. _ p̂t. \ -'•2-V r X / '*- r~.




H a T  ~ I H I >
S a ' T  • (11-32)
The eigenfunctions ¥ become
= L  = ^ Z  B t a ' ^  c £- - (II ,3,^ s* y (11-33)
Since the eigenfunctions span the same subspace of 
Hilbert space as the basis functions we can write from 
Eqs. (11-26)
/«■
J. = . (11-34)
sMoreover, since the <J>. have been constructed to span the 
same space as the eigenfunctions V we can expand the 
internal functions in terms of the eigenfunctions. We 
write
f  £,-° = % t ' c ''2  ̂ -
r  (n-35)<=*L
From Eqs. (11-34) and (11-35) we find that
16
2 _ . i T /  /#-£/ k I- —
J- 1 dL=. ±j * * • 3 h-X N  \ P =lj .. V W  . (11-36)
Since the 'i'a are eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H at 
energy eigenvalues and are themselves orthonormal we 
can write from Eq. (11-36)
k l  = . ( £ - £ + )  (11-37)
<=L JL  ^  JL  J
where
h l .= 2 ^  <
We summed both sides of Eq. (11-36) over p in deriving 
Eq. (11-37). The internal functions determined from 
Eqs. (11-35) and (11-37) become
. SL  , y . -I . %
(t M
1̂ 2, "  " (11-39)
The trial wave function in Eq. (II-6) is now determined 
except for the coefficients a, which are related to the
17
cross sections. The a coefficients are determined from 
the Kohn or inverse Kohn variational methods, properly 
extended to represent a multichannel system.
For a variational calculation it is necessary to 
define the variational functional
so that the variational functional can be written
We are looking for the first order variation of Iav/
(11-40)








-r p \ a f % J
* (H-45). V  ^  > 2)
We can write from Eq. (11-44)
=  _X (11-46)o- #- ___ .D oL. ^^ /
Since the operator H is Hermitean with respect to normaliz­
able functions, the matrix elements M?*? can be shown toID
satisfy the symmetry relation
The variational functional can now be written
7  > (11-48)
from which
  o ar-7« - p  or- -?(- v
_ T J° *
i°" (11-49)
3 <3
From Eqs. (11-43), (11-46), and (11-49) the first order
variation of the functional I , becomesav
19
+ z i  « , , •
/>
We can use Eqs. (11-11) and (11-12) to write Eq. (11-50) 
in the form
From Eq. (11-45) we can make the integrals I^v and 1^* 
vanish simultaneously by choosing
(o') f -d
n  h ±i  K ,  ‘ - n * o
$ = ± J ... , V  ; P  - ± J } N  j (n-52)
where is the first order approximation to the R
matrix element. Equation (11-51) becomes
£  I f C  ) =  °  , (11-53)
from which the Kohn method specifies
20
From Eqs. (11-42) and (11-45) we find that
I f V* ^A^JO
A similar analysis using the inverse Kohn method finds that
“0 I r ..I* . k " * . Z r
’3 ’■*$I ̂ 9 1 »% 2 F> (11-56)
where
P  £ /-> 1 °) f
L  » ~ L ,  -  ~ n - ‘
%
O  = lj JV j p -  N  . (11-57)
The R matrix elements are given by Eq. (11-12) and the 
inverse R matrix elements are given by Eq. (11-15). The 
cross sections are found from the R or the R-'*' matrix 
using Eq. (II-3).
For a single channel problem the R and the R  ̂matrix 
elements are simply related to the tangent or cotangent of 




( A^oo ) I k ±  Moo ) }
(11-59)
where is the tangent of the phase shift using the Kohn 
variational method, and is the cotangent of the phase 
shift using the inverse Kohn or Rubinow methods, and
cjet M  ~ i ^ o o M u  ~ M d o  ^ o i  . (11-60)
The Hulthen variational method demands that I =0,vv '
and for the single channel problem we find
,AU S_, +  JI£_  f ( l - A r  J ^ M ) - J jin = Mu ) 1 J, (11-61)
» ~ L Moo J * (11-62)
where t„ is the tangent of the phase shift using the Hulthen 
method and cH is simply the inverse of tH , which may be 
needed for numerical accuracy. When det M is zero, all 
four methods agree exactly.
The crux of the problem involves the evaluation of 
the matrix elements M?? of Eq. (11-41). From Eqs. (11-29) 




B ilCA,:L')S)  • (11-64)
We use as asymptotic solutions for the problem
2 +1
S f = k r U 'J1 ]
2 JLi-h-L
C f -~k r t 1 '-*-
(11-65)
with and n^ the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions. 
This choice has the proper asymptotic behavior dictated by 
Eqs. (II- 9) . We return to the proper choice of asymptotic 
solutions in Chapter V.
We call the integrals involved in Eqs. (11-32) bound- 
bound, in Eq. (11-38) bound-free, and in Eq. (11-64) free- 
free. Each integral has a direct and an exchange contri­
bution.
We use for Eq. (11-16) the basis set
<■ CL (11-66)
23
where is a normalization constant and the Z^ are chosen a a
to represent the range of the internal function. Michels
14 15and Harris and Lyons and Nesbet have proposed to use,
• ^ “zrinstead of (11-6 6), functions proportional to r e in
which z is fixed for all functions and a takes integer
values. Functions of the type (11-66) are easier to work
with since high powers of r do not occur in the integrals.
The asymptotic functions in Eqs. (11-65) have the
property that they differ from the correct regular and
irregular solutions of the Schrodinger equation for a free
particle by terms which become exponentially small for
large r. The asymptotic function of the C type suggestedP5by Armstead and used by others
L J (11-67)
does not have this property. The functions we use might 
therefore be considered more suitable except that in the 
unique case of electron- (positron) -hydrogen scattering, 
the long range dipole coupling which exists between de­
generate atomic levels of the same principal quantum 
number means that the correct solutions are not and n^, 
but rather are more complicated functions. This point 
will be discussed further in Chapter V.
14In recent papers Michels and Harris and Lyons and 
15Nesbet proposed methods to solve the resulting radial
24
integrals involved in calculating the matrix elements.
Both authors limit their methods, however, to the asymptotic 
forms proposed by Armstead. Moreover, numerical integration 
was used in evaluating the troublesome free-free exchange 
integrals. We believe that one of the strong points of the 
Nesbet procedure as adopted here, is the absence of numer­
ical integration. We have been able to calculate the free- 
free exchange integrals in closed analytic form using 
Eqs. (11-65). Details of the evaluation of all matrix 
elements are found in the appendices.
Once the matrix elements are determined, one uses 
Eqs. (11-54) and (11-56) to determine the elements of the 
R and the R  ̂matrices. For the single channel problem
Eqs. (11-58), (11-59), (11-61), and (11-62) are used. For
9 11numerical accuracy it has been suggested by Nesbet ' to 
use the regular formulae when |Mq^|/|m^ | < 1  and the inverse 
formulae when | | / | | > l.
CHAPTER III
ELECTRON HYDROGEN SCATTERING BELOW THE n=2 THRESHOLD
We calculated singlet and triplet phase shifts for
2electron-hydrogen scattering m  the energy range k =0 to 
2k =.75 for the total angular momentum states L=0 (even 
parity), L=1 (odd parity), and L=2 (even parity) using a 
ls-2s-2p close coupling approximation. The L=0 case 
engenders three coupled channels while the L=1 and L=2 
cases engender four coupled channels. The even parity L=1 
and odd parity L=2 cases are single channel problems. How­
ever, since the single channel problems involve scattering 
from a hydrogen atom initially in the 2p state, they are
not particularly interesting. The coupled channels are
2listed in Table I. Below the threshold at k =.7 5 only
one channel is open for any partial wave.
We used fifteen basis functions for L=0 and twelve
basis functions for L=1 and L=2. One set of coefficients
used in the exponentials of the basis set in Eq. (11-66)
are given in Table II. We list the corresponding Harris
eigenvalues for the three partial waves in Tables III, IV,
and V. The zero of energy has been adjusted so that the
2values in the tables correspond to values of k , the scat­
tering energies. The values are seen to bunch near zero
and the first excitation threshold with only a few in the
2 2meaningful range between k =.01 to k =.75. The bunchxng
25
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2near k =0 enables a reliable calculation of the scattering 
length. Some of the eigenvalues are good approximations 
to the resonances. The resonance positions calculated 
using Eq. (III-2) are listed in the tables in parentheses.
The Nesbet procedure utilizes the variational
3approximations of Hulthen, Rubmow, and Kohn to derive 
four formulas for the calculation of scattering phase 
shifts below the first excitation threshold: the Kohn
formula (Eq. (11-58)); the inverse Kohn or Rubinow formula 
(Eq. (11-59)); the Hulthen formula (Eq. (11-61)); and the 
inverse Hulthen formula (Eq. (11-62)). Results from the 
four formulas agree exactly when det M is zero, but will 
differ when det M is appreciable. The criteria for using 
the regular or the inverse formulae are discussed in Chapter 
II.
For scattering energies not in the resonance region 
det M was nearly zero (-10 )̂ and all four results agreed 
to five or six figures. In the region of resonant (and 
pseudoresonant) energies, however, det M became larger and 
the results from the Kohn formula differed from those 
obtained using the other three formulas. The Rubinow result 
agreed well with the Hulthen and the inverse Hulthen 
results at all energies. The Hulthen and the inverse 
Hulthen results were indistinguishable.
The s-wave phase shifts are the easiest to calculate 
since the asymptotic solutions jg and n^ contain only a sine
27
and a cosine. These results were found to be stable with
respect to variation of the parameter beta associated with
n^. The stability can be seen in Table VI where results
for different values of beta are given for two energies.
Singlet and triplet phase shifts at various energies are
given in Table VII.
The low energy phase shifts for p and d waves should
2 16be proportional to k . This proportionality was apparent 
in our results for both the singlet and the triplet states. 
Since for p and d waves we now have two variational
parameters beta and gamma in our asymptotic solutions. The 
results, if correct, should be independent of both para­
meters. The results were found to be stable with respect 
to variation of both parameters. This was established by 
a calculation in which beta was fixed and gamma was varied. 
Subsequently gamma was fixed and beta was varied. Further, 
beta and gamma were varied simultaneously. The phase shifts 
were stable to five figures. Results are given for L=1 in 
Table VIII and for L=2 in Table IX.
Scattering lengths were obtained using the modified
16effective range formula 
tan.  ^o= - B  k ~  k- ~ ( s a l  ) k  ^ ft (̂ ■<Lo) (iu-i)
where Aq is the scattering length, Dq is the s-wave phase 
shift, and a=2.96 in this calculation since we only include
28
about 6 6% of the polarization term. We found for the
+singlet S state the scattering length Aq=6.742 and for
the triplet state A q=1.893. The singlet scattering length
2agrees exactly with Burke and Schey while the triplet 
scattering length differs by one in the last figure.
We compare our results with the results of others in
4Tables X and XI. We compare with the results of Schwartz,
5 17Armstead, and Galitis which are considered exact for
s, p, and d waves respectively. We also compare with the
20results of Burke, Gallaher, and Geltman who solved the 
close coupling equations by a numerical integration scheme. 
Our results agree well with those of Burke et a]?® as they 
should, since we are working within the same framework. Our
results differ, however, from the exact results. The dis­
crepancy at low energies is due in large part to the fact 
that the ls-2s-2p approximation includes only about 6 6% of 
the long range polarization potential. The singlet S case 
is most affected by correlation since the facts that the 
spatial part of the wave function is symmetric and the 
absence of the centrifugal barrier imply that, on the 
average, the electrons are in closer proximity than in any 
other state. This explains why the singlet S results 
differ from the exact results more than the others do.
The triplet S results agree rather well with those of 
Schwartz implying that polarization does not play an 
important role in the triplet S state, and the short range
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correlation present in this state is well represented by 
the three state approximation.
The resonance positions and widths were determined by 
making a non-linear least squares fit to
-yi ’ , _ / -i r h
~ 1  +11 = CL-h b E - ta.tz (III-2)
JL 1JL L i”es ^  ~
where is the total calculated phase shift for the £'th
partial wave, is the slowly varying background phase
shift for the £'th partial wave, and nres is the resonance
contribution to the total phase shift. The calculated
resonance position is given by E and F is the corre-tr -v jt re s
sponding width.
Since the Kohn and the Rubinow phase shifts differed 
in the resonance region we used both sets of data to cal­
culate the positions and widths of the resonances. The 
results were the same to the number of figures given in 
Tables XII and XIII. This indicates that the difference 
between the phase shifts calculated by the different 
methods in the resonance region are not of great signifi­
cance in the fact that when used to calculate the positions 
and widths of the resonances the results are in good 
agreement.
We give our results for the resonant energy positions 
in Table XII and the corresponding widths are given in 
Table XIII. We also compare our results with those of
30
others in these tables.
We compare first of all with the results of Burke 
18et al who used the same three-state approximation. The
agreement is seen to be very good. We then compare with
19the results of Burke and Taylor who used correlation
terms in addition to the three-state approximation. The
results differ by .014 eV for the resonant energy positions,
and by .00069 eV for the corresponding widths. Pseudo
states were introduced into the three-state approximation
20to account for the ground state polarizability exactly.
The resonance position using the pseudo states is higher 
(in eV) than the simpler three-state approximation. How­
ever, it was shown by Galitis^that the R matrix satisfies 
certain minimum principles. Since we are dealing with 
only one open channel, the single R-matrix element is the 
tangent of the phase shift. The minimum principle then 
states that the variational phase shift is a lower bound 
to the true phase shift. Moreover, if we divide Hilbert 
space into some P and Q space where P space designates that 
part of Hilbert space included in a calculation and Q space 
designates that part omitted, then the minimum principle 
demands that upon increasing the P space, the tangent of 
the phase shift (hence the phase shift) must increase. It 
can then be shown that in a resonance region, the larger the 
phase shift at a given energy, the lower (in eV) the
20resonant position. However, Burke, Gallaher, and Geltman
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added pseudo states to the three-state approximation (there­
by increasing their P space) and obtained a resonant 
energy position for the state higher (in eV) than the 
position obtained in the simpler three-state approximation. 
Since such a result violates the minimum principle we can
only conclude that there is some error in their calculation. 
22Chen used an operator formalism to project out the
ground state of hydrogen from the wave function for the
scattering system and then solved the remaining equations
for bound states which he associates with resonant states.
Our results agree well with those of Chen except for the
first singlet S resonance, where Chen's result agrees very
23well with the experimental result of McGowan et al.
We report on three resonances for s-waves, both singlet 
and triplet, two resonances for p-waves, both singlet and 
triplet, and one resonance for the singlet D state. Using 
twelve basis functions we did not note any resonance in 
the triplet D state.
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TABLE I
The coupled channels in the 
three-state approximation
7T = <-i>L IT =  ( - 1 ) L + 1
Is, n2 = L 2p , l2 = L
2s, S.2 =  L
2p r a2 = l+i
2p t £2 =  L—1 -
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TABLE II
A list of the coefficients used in the 
exponentials in the basis functions
Z =
2.5 2 . 0 1.5 1 . 1 1 . 8
oIIA .5 . 2 .1 .05 .03
. 02 .0133 . 0 1 .008 .005
7.0 4.0 2 . 0 1.3
L>0 .9 .7 .52 .3






-.0443 . 00000 .00002 .00022 .00111 .00354
.00007 . 00020 .00051 .00951 .02350 .05355
.00138 .00413 .01389 .11255 .22134 .41563
.04928 .15952 .44715 .74609 .74980 .75066
.70376 .74811 .74989 (.74610) (.74978)
(.70367) (.74813) (.74990) .75099 .75261 .75482
.74999 .75001 .75002 .75783 .75830 .76608
.75005 .75004 .75015 .77276 .79328 .81276
.75028 .75045 .75082 .85197 .90134 .97091
.75153 .75245 .75590 1.0694 1.1997 1.3533
.76219 .77574 .81363 1.3757 1.6312 1.8654
.85427 .96641 1.0704 2.4307 2.4948 2.7426
1.2038 1.3561 1.6587 4.1264 4.3683 4.6246
2.3677 2.8465 2.9039 7.7698 8 . 0 2 1 1 9.3519
6.4228 6.4753 7.8236 16.586 19.698 22.918
22.138 31.797 35.786 52.495 85.819 97.907
The values in parentheses are the resonant energy positions 






. 00 00 0 .00000 .00009 . 00000 .00000 .00009
.00685 .04038 .13669 .00684 .03927 .13040
.37617 .74862 .74999 .33945 .71745 .74984
(.74862) (.74999) (.71798) (.74984)
.75000 .75000 .75000 .74999 .74999 .75000
.75000 .75000 .75001 .75000 .75000 .75000
.75015 .75034 .75411 .75009 .75038 .75178
.76180 .76860 .77700 .75684 .76444 .78830
. 81307 .83407 .89468 .79770 .82375 .83417
.93322 .96567 1.0157 .88673 .93266 .98737
1.1717 1.2591 1.4128 1.1026 1.2067 1.3897
1 . 6 6 6 8 1.8709 2.3194 1.5774 1.8337 2.1271
2.5857 2.7939 3.4519 2.5122 2.7339 3.4333
5.9384 6.1337 6.4491 5.8838 6.1117 6.1817
8.3251 18.533 19.777 8.3182 18.527 19.769
20.578 27.549 75.556 20.343 27.546 75.554
92.808 93.791 154.90 92.806 93.678 154.90
The values in parentheses are the resonant energy positions 






. 00000 .00000 .00 01 0 .00000 .00000 .00010
.00820 .04761 .14928 .00823 .04830 .15200
.38287 .74649 .75000 .38840 .75000 .75000
(.74683) .75000 .75000 .75000
.75000 .75000 .75000 .75000 .75002 .75010
.75000 .75000 .75002 .75028 .75235 .75766
.75010 .75018 .75550 .76306 .77565 .79300
.75980 .76368 .78979 .81844 .85917 .89024
.81705 .83213 .87936 .92436 .93606 1.0609
.91980 .96880 1.0431 1.1018 1.1697 1.5135
1.0998 1.2238 1.4708 1.6197 1.6660 2.2308
1.5335 1.7233 2.2702 2.6586 2.8122 2.9132
2.6174 2.6522 2.8527 5.8184 6.0509 6.1113
5.8338 6.0504 6.1355 6.7502 17.636 18.364
6.2175 17.6116 18.332 18.859 21.298 66.557
18.983 19.968 66.510 75.440 76.261 95.905
75.363 76.287 92.996
The value in parentheses is the resonant energy position obtained using Eq. (III-2). All energies are in Rydbergs.
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TABLE VI
Behavior of S-wave singlet phase shifts 









Electron hydrogen phase shifts
for L=0 at various energies
2k Singlet Phase Triplet Phase
Shifts Shifts
. 0 1 2.492 2.936













Electron hydrogen phase shifts
for L=1 at various energies
















Electron hydrogen phase shifts
for L=2 at various energies
2k Singlet Phase Triplet Phase
Shifts Shifts











Comparison of electron hydrogen singlet phase 




a) 2.553 a) .007 a)
. 01 b) 2.492 b) .003 b) . 001
c) 2.492 c) .004 c) . 001
a) 1.696 a) .017 a) ----.09 b) 1.596 b) .004 b) .008
c) 1.595 c) .004 c) .007
a) 1 . 2 0 2 a) - . 0 0 1 a) .027
.25 b) 1.093 b) -.029 b) . 021
c) 1.092 c) -.028 c) . 020
a) .930 a) -.013 a) .051
.49 b) .817 b) -.059 b) .041
c) .816 c) -.059 c) .041
a) . 886 a) -.004 a) .073.64 b) .773 b) -.059 b) .061
c) .772 c) -.058 c) .060
Row a) corresponds to variational values calculated by 
Schwartz for L=0, by Armstead for L=1, and by Galitis for 
L=2; b) corresponds to the close coupling calculation of 




Comparison of electron hydrogen triplet phase 




a-) 2.939 a) . 012 a) M mm* — m*m
. 01 b) 2.936 b) .007 b) . 001
c) 2.936 c) .008 c) . 001
a) 2.500 a) .106 a) --
.09 b) 2.497 b) .090 b) .009
c) 2.497 c) .090 c) .008
a) 2.105 a) .271 a) .030
. 25 b) 2.097 b) .236 b) .024
c) 2.096 c) .236 c) .024
a) 1.780 a) .393 a) .051
.49 b) 1.767 b) .353 b) .041
c) 1.767 c) .353 c) .043
a) 1.643 a) .428 a) .068.64 b) 1.633 b) .391 b) .055
c) 1.631 c) .391 c) .054
Row a) corresponds to variational values calculated 
by Schwartz for L=0, by Armstead for L=1, and by Galitis 
for L=2; b) corresponds to the close coupling calculation 




Positions of scattering resonances for 
electron hydrogen scattering
State (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
1S(1) 9.574 9.575 9.560 9.587 9.559 9.56
1S (2) 10.178 10.178 10.178    10.170 ---
1S (3) 10.203       10.202 -----
3S(1) 10.151 10.151 10.150   10.149 ---
3S (2) 10.201       10.201 -----
3S (3) 10.204       10.204 -----
1P (1) 10.185 10.179 10.177 ----- ------ ----
1P (2) 10.204 ------ ------ ----- ------ ----
3P(1) 9.768 9.768 9.740 9.759   9.73
3P (2) 10.202 ------ ------ ----- ------
1D 10.160 10.160 10.125 ----- ------
Row a) corresponds to this dissertation; b) corre­
sponds to Ref. 18; c) corresponds to Ref. 19; d) corre­
sponds to Ref. 20; e) corresponds to Ref. 22; and f) 
corresponds to Ref. 23.
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TABLE XIII
Widths of scattering resonances for 
electron hydrogen scattering
State (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
1 , . - 2 -2 -2 -2 . , -2 . -2S(l) 5.44 5.43 4.75 5.01 4.1 4.
1S(2) -32.31 J 2.41"3 2.19"3 2.18~3 ---
1S(3) 1.36-4 1.26"4 ---
3s(i) 1.90”5 1.89"5 2.06“5 2 .0l"5 ---
3S(2) 1.36"6 1.18"6 ---
3S(3)
COlVO I—I •CO 6.81"8 ----
1P(1) 2.42_5 2.26_5 4.50"5 ---
1P (2) 2.06-7 ------- ------- ------ ------ ---
3P(1) 7.9 8*"3 7.97_3 5.94"3 -35.71 J i . - 2
3P (2) 4 . 2 8*"5 ------ ------ ------ ------ ---
XD 7.74"3 -37.8 J 8 . 8 “ 3 ------ ------ ---
Row a) corresponds to this dissertation; b) corre­
sponds to Ref. 18; c) corresponds to Ref. 19; d) corre­
sponds to Ref. 20; e) corresponds to Ref. 22; and f) 
corresponds to Ref. 23.
CHAPTER IV
POSITRON-HYDROGEN SCATTERING BELOW THE n=2 THRESHOLD
Although there is, as yet, no experimental data avail­
able for positron-hydrogen scattering, the problem is of 
considerable theoretical interest because the relative im­
portance of various positron effects will be different from 
the corresponding electron case. The mean static inter­
action of a positron with an atom is repulsive whereas its 
long-range polarization is attractive, so that the two 
effects tend to cancel rather than combine as is the case 
in electron scattering. Moreover, since the absence of 
exchange possibilities render the problem more accessible 
to computation, the positron-hydrogen system is often used 
as a first check for otherwise involved theoretical cal­
culations .
We evaluated the phase shifts for positron hydrogen
2 2scattering in the energy range k =0 to k =.75 for the first
three partial waves using the ls-2s-2p approximation. We
present our results in Table XIV where we compare them with
24the results of Burke and Smith who used the same three-
state approximation. Agreement is good except at the
lowest energies. Our low energy results agree, however,
25with those of LaBahn who did a calculation similar to 
the one of Burke and Smith.
It is worth noting that the three-state approximation
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does not predict a bound state for the positron-hydrogen 
system in contrast to the existence of H in the electron- 
hydrogen case.
2 6It was predicted by Mittleman that a series of 
resonances should exist below the n=2 threshold for the 
positron-hydrogen scattering problem similar to the elec- 
tron-hydrogen case. We have found such a series of res­
onances. The resonances are narrow which perhaps explains 
why they were overlooked in previous calculations. Since 
the Nesbet method is fast in terms of computer time and 
stable over all ranges of energy, very small regions of 
energy can be spanned and narrow resonances can be found.
It should be noted that for L=0 our results differ by
2approximately it from those of Burke and Smith for k =.72 
2and k =.74 in Table XIV. This is due to the low lying 
2resonance at k -.719. For other partial waves the reso-
2nances occur above k =.74 so the results in Table XIII are 
comparable.
The resonances were calculated in the same manner as
in the electron case. We report three resonances for s
waves and two for p waves in Table XV.
Figure 1 gives the phase shift and the corresponding
2cross section for L=0 as a function of k . It can be seen
2that the resonances become narrower for higher values of k .
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FIGURE I
POSITRON-HYDROGEN PHASE SHIFTS 

























































a) -.0049 a) .0045 a) .0007
. 01 b) -.0054 b) . 002 b) -----
a) -.0426 a) .0132 a) .0032.04 b) -.0426 b) .0127 b) .0031
a) -.0935 a) . 0201 a) .0068
.09 b) -.0931 b) . 02 01 b) .0070
a) -.1476 a) .0218 a) . 0110
.16 b) -.1472 b) .0217 b) . 0112
a) -.1997 a) .0180 a) .0149
.25 b) -.1990 b) .0183 b) .0152
a) -.2469 a) .0093 a) .0177.36 b) -.2461 b) . 0101 b) .0183
a) -.3245 a) -.0154 a) .0207.64 b) -.3225 b) -.0143 b) .0214
a) 2.752 a) - . 0 2 0 0 a) .0218.72 b) -.3867 b) -.0300 b) .0225
a) 2.798 a) -.0246 a) .0227.74 b) -.3414 b) -.0234 b) .0234
Row a) corresponds to this dissertation; b) corre­
sponds to the three-state calculation of Burke and Smith.
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TABLE XV




S (2) 10.1783 6.516"5
S (3) 10.2028 3.499 7
P(l) 9.9908 2.683~4_/rP (2) 10.2024 1.638 °
CHAPTER V
ELECTRON-HYDROGEN SCATTERING ABOVE THE n=2 THRESHOLD
We evaluated cross sections for electron-hydrogen
2 2scattering m  the energy range k =.81 to k =4.0 using a
ls-2s and a ls-2s-2p close coupling approximation.
In the two state approximation there is no problem 
with the choice of asymptotic solutions since no long 
range potential is present. The asymptotic solutions pro­
posed in Eqs. (11-65) were used. We present our results in
Table XVI where they are compared with the results of
27Burke, Schey, and Smith who used the same two-state 
approximation. The results can be seen to agree very well 
for both the elastic and inelastic cross sections. We 
found our solutions to be stable with respect to variations 
of both parameters beta and gamma as discussed in Chapter 
III.
In the three-state approximation there is a dipole 
coupling between the 2s and 2p hydrogenic states which are 
degenerate in an approximation which ignores the Lamb shift. 
Since we are dealing with a coupled channel scattering 
problem we have to solve the equation
metric potential matrix which includes the exchange terms
(V-1)
where t and it are diagonal matrices, u is the square sym-
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and iMr) is a matrix whose columns are the independent
28solution vectors. One important case where Eq. (V-l)
can be solved exactly in the asymptotic region is the
coupling of degenerate channels by a dipole interaction,
29considered first by Galitis and Damburg. Asymptotically 
the equations describing the scattering of electrons by 
hydrogen can be written
+ o L f ‘) + k l l w - 0 )  s J <V-2>
">■ , , ,where a is the symmetric matrix which includes all dipole
coupling terms. We can introduce the matrix A which diag-
2onalizes the 1/r matrix in Eq. (V-2)
ft ![ J (£* ft + F) = \ (A -*1 ) - (V-3)
Provided we keep only those terms m  a coupling degenerate 
-*2 ->channels then k and A commute. Dropping all higher multi- 
pole terms in the potential Eq. (V-2) can be written
[ J l .  _ i X A ± ! 1  + =  0
This equation can be solved in terms of the Bessel functions 
of order A + and -X - .
The coupled equations for the case of the 2s-2p 




_/ + f 3 7
If we re-express this as -X(A+1) we have
A  -- - x  + 1 J J 7  + B/H
X i  + 1 - S H
Thus the solutions to Eq. (V-4) are
"f-j. I n ?  - v t 1 <'k ^'>
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(V-5)
2The matrix of coefficients of the 1/r potential is
- 2 . - 6, 1
-6 o (v-6)
which can be diagonalized to yield the eigenvalues
(V-7)
a. V V (V-8 )
(V-9)
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Although it is possible to expand these functions in
inverse powers of r, the expansion requires many terms for
2convergence, especially for low values of (near the n=2 
threshold).
In the course of this work many trial asymptotic solu­
tions were tried. However, only one asymptotic solution 
produced results which were substantially independent of 
the parameters beta and gamma. As stated in Chapter II, 
the solutions, if correct, must be substantially independent 
of these parameters since they are used solely for the 
purpose of computational convenience.
We first tried simple sine and cosine terms for the 
asymptotic solutions (the first factors in and n^). If 
a complete internal basis could be included, this choice 
would be adequate. However, fifteen basis functions is not 
nearly a complete set and the simple sine and cosine was 
found inadequate. The solutions were found to be dependent 
on the parameters beta and gamma and one could obtain any 
result he desired by a suitable change in the parameters.
We then used the full and n^ terms but multiplied 
each sine and cosine term by a different cutoff factor 
chosen so that each term would vanish at the origin as r 
This approach produced answers which were also dependent on 
the values of the cutoff factors.
Finally we multiplied the full and n^ terms by a 
single cutoff factor (see Eqs. (11-65)). This approach
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produced results which were found to be independent of the 
cutoff parameters. We held beta fixed and varied gamma 
from unity to ninety. Subsequently we held gamma fixed and 
varied beta from unity to ninety. Further, we varied beta 
and gamma simultaneously. The cross sections were stable 
to five figures.
It should be emphasized that stability with respect to 
variation of the cutoff parameters simply implies that the 
solutions are independent of the choice of the parameters 
and are numerically correct in the given approximation.
The stability criteria is a necessary condition for overall 
correctness of the solutions, but is by no means sufficient.
The results for the cross sections in the singlet 
state are somewhat different than those of Burke ejt al, 
particularly for the ls->2p cross sections. Burke used the 
expansion in inverse powers of r mentioned earlier in this 
chapter for the asymptotic solutions, so his results should 
be more correct. This is an example of the necessary con­
dition for correctness being fulfilled, but the results are 
different from the correct results. The triplet results 
are in better agreement with the results of Burke as seen 
in Table XV, particularly for the elastic case.
As was mentioned earlier in this chapter, if a complete 
internal basis set could be included, only sine and cosine 
terms would be required in the asymptotic solutions. The 
calculated results showed a substantial improvement when
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the basis set was increased from five to fifteen functions, 
and converged to the values given in Table XVI for twenty- 
five basis functions. The results reported in Table XVI 
are for twenty-five basis functions.
The Kohn and inverse Kohn results differed usually by 
ten to twenty percent, but the Nesbet criteria as discussed 
in Chapter II was reliable for choosing the best answer.
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TABLE XVI
S-wave contributions to the elastic and inelastic 
cross sections for electron hydrogen scattering
k2 .81 1 . 2 1 1.44 2.25 4.0
Singlet a) .431 .186 .140 .090 .060
b) .436 .186 .140 .088 .065
Q, ,= Singlet c) .4504 .1738 .1274 .0839 .0589-L X d) .4474 .1722 .1269 .0836 .0579
Triplet c) 3.6863 2.2980 1.8278 .9639 .3997
d) 3.6866 2.2973 1.8266 .9657 .3979
Singlet a) .038 .070 .0546 .0241 .0071
b) .038 .070 .0547 .0238 .0073
Q-. „= Singlet c) 
d)
.0499 .0555 .0367 .0142 .0062
.0529 .0588 .0380 .0123 .0049
Triplet c) .0015 .0055 .0049 .0063 .0040
d) . 0012 .0051 .0055 .0045 .0030
Singlet c) .0493 .0391 .0353 .0169 .0034
^13~ Triplet c)
.0384 .0359 .0343 .0171 .0035
.0007 .0066 .0098 . 0102 .0050
d) .0007 .0068 .0095 .0106 .0052
Row a) is the ls-2s approximation and corresponds to 
this dissertation; b) is the ls-2s approximation and corre­
sponds to Burke, Schey, and Smith; c) is the ls-2s-2p ap­
proximation and corresponds to this dissertation; d) is the 
3-state approximation of Burke, Schey, and Smith.
CHAPTER VI
POSITRON-HYDROGEN SCATTERING ABOVE THE n=2 THRESHOLD
Since the positron-hydrogen scattering problem in the 
Nesbet procedure is merely a subset of the more complicated 
electron-hydrogen case, we simply changed the sign on the 
potential, ignored exchange, and calculated the results.
The same problem with asymptotic solutions exists as in the 
electron case, and we used the Bessel and Neumann functions 
and n^ as asymptotic solutions. Stability was achieved 
as in the electron case and was established by the same 
procedure. Once again, however, the stability is merely a 
necessary and not sufficient condition for the correctness 
of the solutions. The results were seen to converge, how­
ever, with respect to an increase of the basis set from 
five to twenty-five functions. We report our results using
twenty-five basis functions in Table XVII where we compare
27them with the results of Burke, Schey, and Smith. It 
can be seen that the results are in better agreement than 




S-wave contributions to the elastic and inelastic 
cross sections for positron hydrogen scattering








































Row a) is a ls-2s-2p approximation and corresponds to 
this dissertation; b) is the ls-2s-2p approximation of 
Burke, Schey, and Smith.
CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
It is our experience that the Nesbet variational pro­
cedure works well for the scattering of electrons and 
positrons by hydrogen atoms below threshold. The method 
is free of anomalies and gives results in good agreement 
with previously calculated results of others. The method 
is quite fast in terms of computer time, and no problems 
of convergence exist at any energies. Since the method is 
stable and quite fast, small energy regions can be inves­
tigated and resonance phenomena uncovered in detail. The 
method is capable of handling large systems of equations 
since all the matrix elements can be calculated in closed 
form and no problems of numerical integration occur. Since 
the method produced excellent inelastic results for the two 
state problem it should work well for systems other than 
hydrogen which have no dipole degeneracies in the coupled 
states used in the calculation.
As was stated in this dissertation, stability of the 
phase shifts or cross sections with respect to variations 
of the cutoff parameters beta and gamma is not a sufficient 
condition for the correctness of the solutions, but a 
necessary one. We have found that when the solutions are 
indeed correct, within a given approximation, they are 
stable with respect to an increase of the basis states.
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We might therefore suggest that a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the overall correctness of the solutions 
would be stability with respect to variation of the cutoff 
parameters and convergence with respect to an increase of 
the basis set.
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APPENDIX I
This appendix indicates the procedures used to evalu­
ate the integrations over angles involved in calculating 
the matrix elements in Eqs. (11-15) and (11-51).
The typical matrix element which must be calculated 
is of the form
/  Ix, L !,»•> H - E  I X t ' . - n  )
\  ^ (AI-1)
where we can write the Hamiltonian H in the form
The operator operates only on the radial coordinate one, 
and the operator ^  operates only on the radial coordinate 
two. We write
where the upper (lower) sign is for the electron (positron) 






and the upper (lower) sign pertains to the electron 
(positron) scattering case. The coordinate r ^  is given
We can now see that the integrals in Eg. (AI-1) will 
be of two distinct types for angular integrations. The 
first type includes the radial operators and only, 
while the second type includes only the interaction 
potential Consider integrals of the type without the
by
(AI-5)
interaction potential • We obtain
) (AI-6 )
for the direct terms and
(AI-7)
for the exchange terms. The general properties of the 
spherical harmonics and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients were 
used in Eqs. (AI-6 ) and (AI-7).
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When the interaction potential term is present we
31follow Percival and Seaton to obtain
(  \  L~,LC m R  I ^
" E  E  [ L R ’M K ’ LC, M C  ■ L] ,
A ' (AI-8)
for the direct terms and
>
ji K 4- M R- - ̂
= 7 ̂ A ̂  -f̂ [LK, MK, ÎIC, L̂ .L]
A








r r n a i /• J-a. tJ-c.-L -l
±x J h ; i x ]  = C-D
X C [ja.J^AjOooJ ■ C [ Jtylj A;  oooj
X [ (■Z.J-a. + O C-lJL̂ +oJ V a.
x vj ( J. GL/ J-yy Jl<L y JL d 'f L x') (AI-11)
with W the racah coefficient.
We are now left with radial integrals only, and the 
details of calculation are found in Appendix II.
APPENDIX II
This appendix demonstrates the procedures used to 
evaluate the radial integrals involved in evaluating the 
matrix elements found in Eqs. (11-32) and (11-63).
The hydrogenic functions can be written in the general
form
The basis functions have already been written in the 
general form
The spherical Bessel and Neumann functions can be written 





R D l  ( i b M ) 3
-1 (AII-2)
( t )  R R
<2-
I (as, V  k) * (AII-3)
a. - l l - r
(AII-4)
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where J=0 (1) for the spherical Bessel (Neumann) function, 
and
(->} Tf-eve.*.
CMfJ/ k)=   y / j\ k~°
/ m ; C-0 , (AII-6)
even
\ (AII-7)
1 ŝ lsLzJL ̂ -- o 4 4 )
te-odj . (AII-8 )
We specify the front cutoff factors used in the spherical 
functions for computational convenience by
__ PC J) -r v k\ Cl')
( i - J L  ) f (AII-9)
where
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p c o )  = v (AII-10)




Three distinct type integrals must be evaluated. These 
are called bound-bound, bound-free, and free-free. The 
bound-bound integrals occur in evaluating the matrix 
elements in Eqs. (11-32), the bound-free in Eq. (11-38), 
and the free-free in Eq. (11-64)•
The most general matrix element is of the form
so that we need operate with the Hamiltonian only once. As 




It is readily seen that
IA D * L,'3-) = - —  Q
Since the energy can be written
—   ̂ L
^  ~ (AII-17)
we have
l a „ X Z )  = C - k KJ, (AII-18)
The H2 and V.^ terms are written
_ J- A t  J  j J a U ^ + O  - J L  -y JL-
-JZ. J-Tj. -̂ a. (AII-19)
where the upper (lower) sign is for electrons (positrons). 
Equation (AII-18) becomes
I . c  ‘ ( t - ± y ± & j■}!“■«">■
I J-*~ ‘ (AII-20)
Equation (AII-14) can be written in the form
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The double derivative operator in Eq. (AII-21) operates 
only on coordinate two and in the manner presented here, 
this implies that it will never operate on the hydrogenic 
function. We need, therefore, only consider the operation 
on Eqs. (AII-4,5). Since this operation is elementary it 
will not be explicitly shown here.
It tends to become obvious that we now have two, and 
only two, types of integrals to evaluate. The first type 
is completely separable in coordinates and reduces to the 
product of single integrals. We have the typical general 
form
L
^ j  cos x f C/—JU 3 S< K w c3
o o
m _ A*^ JL C /-CJo
(AII-22)
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The above two integrals are most easily evaluated for
which is readily evaluated (see Ref. 30). A similar analy­
sis, of course, holds true for the cosine integral.
It should be noted how completely inclusive this 
approach has been thus far. For example, if we are con­
sidering free-free integrals then we choose C or D in Eq. 
(AII-22) to represent the proper phase as in Eq. (AII-5).
If we are considering bound-free integrals we simply choose 
kj=D=J=0, so that we now have the proper form. Finally, 
for bound-bound integrals we set kj=D=J=k^=L=0, C=tt/2.
When the values of m,n in Eq. (AII-22) become negative 
the problem is a bit formidable, but by no means difficult. 
We simply write






and integrate by parts until we can see the general re­
cursion relation. Consider the cosine term. We have 
.£> m. _ bjc _ Mi X
[ul JL J*- C /“*-«- J ^
1 1 D (AII-25)
where m is negative. We write Eq. (AII-25) in the form
oo
r jlD _ c _/sM>.lr dx 
Put- J ^   ̂ (AII-26)
cr > f  j
where p = -m.
The integration by parts is simple and yields the 
recursion relation so that Eq. (AII-26) becomes
( - 0 ,
ir-V J. J ^ ' (  y  ^  ( a l I - 2 7 )
where z = b - ik^. We use Leibnitz's rule to write the
derivative as
cl (Ziv) = ) / C  ) W  ° Vr-1 Fs~! f r-11 .
J y  ^ 4 ' (AII-28)
We are left with the elementary integral
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which is readily evaluated (see Ref. 30).
The second type integrals are all that are left now 
since all the other integrals in Eq. (AII-21) have been 
evaluated. We have
f 7- P U/j \1----L I  Q  \
(AII-30)
which, afterall, are the crux of the problem, particularly 
the formidable free-free exchange type. However, the inte­
gral in Eq. (AII-30) is in reality very simple to evaluate.
We consider the direct terms first. The most general 
integral is the form






j ) % ( J * * 1 X
= ) N D R P A C W j S . f j Z L ,  hi, C. j (AII-31)
x=°
where the functions DRFA are found in the computer programs 
listed in Appendix III. The procedure to evaluate Eq. 
(AII-31) is very straightforward. First integrate over the 
coordinate r and then over the coordinate x. For explicit 
forms of the indefinite integrals see Ref. 30. Note that 
the analysis includes bound-bound, bound-free, and free-free 
integrals. Adjustment of the parameters allows one to
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calculate any type he pleases, as discussed earlier in 
this appendix.
As an example, let us consider the integral DRFO. 
This is
X. J U *  ^  St*Ch;X+c.)  c o s O j
-  i )  >
o b
(AII-32)




n-> r I ."»/ m l  ~1 r nm-L
+
O
* - J i  U - J ?  )  s L t u i k c K + O  C O ^  ) (AII-33)
and the above single integrals have been discussed.
The exchange integrals are written in the general form“dob -j-
T  w  -b* /. , H._dL-r /, s
J «/-_£ ) a/v O i - r + O
° b ^
u i *
= EXCA ( M,B> E x> c 4  fyff, )>,l)y  (AII-34)
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where the functions EXCA are found in the computer programs 
listed in Appendix III. For A=0,1 the evaluation is rela­
tively simple and we refer to Ref. 30 for evaluation of 
the indefinite integrals. For example, consider EXCO which 
is
a C J--SL. 3 cos -r _j2_ )
*  Silt (kjl.-C+C-') (  X* ) ^  ^ J
(AII-35)
. _ cvbn.
which is integrated to become 
r * , -2. i[aw ~
I r _foct)+il« * =r — j Ji- (~/ Jccist.k̂±0~)Si/r(/el A+c*-On-i)*ui)>lx
rj a
+ / v o  2 _, ^ r c j [ Q ^ T k T y ^
(AII-36)
where
=■ <■-’?  (AII-37)
^  (AII-38,
cl/z?) “ A h 1 / 577) / +  JJ - (AII-39)
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For A>1 the problem is more involved, but readily
done. We shall consider this case in detail since it is
the free-free exchange integrals which have caused some
14concern m  the literature. Consider the integral
' P0*3 oOt _ \>y /i -\ rn -0- r





Integrate over r first
Oto v> j- 1  I-*
s ^ ( f c j - K )  £ 4  J r
6
I ^ n _ Q l-t) -T u











V  n*- 3- &  Lt) ■f'
J
o£>
-h C  oit) X
n-3-T cje,;-T-fc.) J r _
(AII-44)
The first part of Eq. (AII-44) is trivial and will not be 
considered (since n>0). We concentrate on the second part 
of Eq. (AII-44) (since n<2). We have
*=*b, , _ QU)-r
C o m  x  — — —
'X -r 3- n- (AII-45)
We can write
S c k (Jf . - T V - c ) = .  r
c2_  ̂ (AII-46)
so that the integral portion of Eq.
>- o/ 3-
(AII-45) is
-  d r
ab
1
c - [ a m  +ji r_J2_ _J2_
(AII-47)








where B(t) = Q(t) - ik^. We integrate by parts j times so 
that 3-n-j = 1. This gives some extra front coefficients 
and an additional function of x. We call the front coef­
ficient K (t). The additional function of x presents no 







We are left with 
;.c_
JL—  Cott)kL*) ̂  -°-v  — ■
3  , / o
C. y C  _  ^  cj ̂
_  C O M  }\ J X j -0-
X  Js'co ̂
Equation (AII-50) is evaluated as 
— ^ 2—  c ° kit) tz jL
-h hi -  cloc*)/r'c-6) x  jf- ' 8  U ) *J
(AII-50)
(AII-51)
The full integral becomes
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©O —
-i. *-■ f ^ \ r f 1
J L  C  Olt) H  U'i j X. ^ J cos U; *+£>) h±l'frO*l
o6
coiox'u^) [ ™ +*!:'°>iU - ^ )‘̂ cosLhl X. + &) ̂
(AII-52)
r  ' C I m-tA. *  I—  r -i
- _ ^ b ^ 0 _ C 6 C ilJ  JL c o i  L - B < * ) x J  cL
<=3. >o
06
, C o ( O f o ( ^  _ i C  , / Trt-h? - . N /—  I , 1 ,
J— ~  k  (.-t) / _i2_ c os /-B s*y] J j
(AII-53)
where
(2 _o C * 0  = £- 0  (<-<-) J
(AII-54)





fit CQ^tf) C O I k U  J*~ A   I _JCL Pil'Bc*)*] d.■fYt / 2- «j
cl M





'W\~h 2" ' r /")
(-;) C . C a C l O  _ L  hCi->
W f 2
*• j   U £ i9 /TVh*
<J Z5 />< &o - ̂. ki
(AII-56)
yrj+ 2- ’ C. - r\ /







} o % )  £ ' ^
p c O _ * (All
We now evaluate the log term.
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, w #-j -J A m
)c^ ^
A c  uo --L Aj*
= (-,r A ~ o . '  ^
| p c o  Je^j
»?+ 3
(AII-59)




4 A m  l J° C Cc) - X  fc; Jj (AII-60)
and
4___  j /oft j Pw+QLt') +U.kj.-ky) \
4 P
rv-t1
P  (. k.') - -o
(AII-61)
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_  C o  C O  C U W )  Cyy\ + n ! j : " ‘ ^
/ o , [  ̂ ->*•-«. £ ̂c"" "■ jT
[ pci*.) -^-^i ] -f- 3
VD4-1
_t
7/ W  ft** ^ h ]  I ft H  ^  £ * « > > * )  J<̂z. (AII-64)




/ £ t,-/ y6̂, / \ I_7 C / - J u 3 £<■ H Ch^J-c?) (L0S.Ck^ x. JO) *U
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A= / ^ ~ y
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'yyx -f- 3
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These functions are given in the computer program in 
Appendix III by EPF and EOTS. As one can readily see, the 
evaluation of these terms is not extensive, even though the 
analysis is somewhat involved and tedious.
APPENDIX III
This appendix lists the computer programs used in cal­
culating the matrix elements involved.
The integrals referred to are the following:
S lh( i-c') c0& (
= D K F j L ( T Y l j b ,  /? C-^
O  ± J L  ^  Z L  j CL > o  j  h  >  J .  +  I J
(AIII-1)
’c»
EXCoCvn, b,/3 X, kz.Jeiy t, D, K,<Xj h)
J
* . ^ a r  o ^ sr)u kz-rt-c-) j n _  j r j^
■ -tT^
(AIII-2)




Ĉ > 1— . i— •
% y>1 JL^^C } - ^ M ) c.oi(/?4 x  + o) A  ^
T.
^  C;-J.^'r) L£i -T- / - 0
/
(AIII-4)
A X/" yyĵ   C u O j j -  -.
j L ? ~ ^  J S c x / ^ ^ )  eojdj'x-//))^
o/ O
=  B J S N L o - . k * , ) ? ^  k it X  o, » 0
- ^  > n  ^  <=c> j jr_2 /~yn I j
(AIII-5)
** TT-
J  ^ ' - * 1- ) S c l a(fr^-tc) cosCJp ĵĉ o)
xT-
BIN (BiR,̂ -JJW-ikijaJo>-»C)
"vn - 3~ (AIII-6)
oh
X,
=z J--^ A / 5 d  i>^ o ^ ; P  j / T  ")
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St VL Z o s k i *  ^
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SUBROUTINE EXC1(M ,B,BETA,J,AKJ,D ,AKI,C,N,A,L,CETA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON SN(2,2,3,3) ,ORO,OR1,DR2,ECO,EC 1,EC2 ,OVAL ,DTEX,PEST,TRGUB 
COMMON POST
DIMENSION ALP(2),Q(2),CQ{2)
EC1 = O.DO 
P = N 
LL = L+l 
NOSE = N+2 
NIP = N-l 
DO 6 1=1,LL 
MXT = I-I
CALL COMB(L»MXT,MSOL)
CO(I) = !-!)**(I+1)*MSGL 
Q (I) = A + MXT*8ETA




CALL FACT IN+l,I SOL)
PAT = ISOL
CALL FACT IN-2,1SOL)
PAM = ISOL 
DO 10 1=1,LL
DIV = Q {I)*Q(I) + AKI*AKI 
DIV1 = DIV**{IP+2.D0)/2.D0)
SUM1 = l-l)**(N+l)*PAT*CO(I)*ABN{8,CETA,J,0,AKJ,C+(P+2.D0)*ALP{I), 







SUM2 = SUM2 + CQ(I)*SI*PAT*ABNlQm+8,CETA,J,AKl,AKJ,C+JJ*ALP(I),
1D tM + N-JJ)/(DIV2*PIG>
CONTINUE
DO 13 K=1 ,NIP
CALL F A C K N I P - K  , I S O L )
PEL = I SOL
SO = (-1)**{K-l)
Y = K
D I V 3  = D I Y / 2 . D 0 )




EC1 = SUM2 - SUM1 - SUM3
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION AINlA,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D,M)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)











AIN = AIN5IA,BETA,J,AKI ,AKJfC,D)
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION AIN1(A ,BETA,J ,AKI,AKJ,C ,D)
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H,0-Z)





Q3 = OS IN(C }





AINl = Q1*Q2*QQ 1+Q3*Q2*GQ2-Ql*Q4*QQ3-Q3*Q4*QQ4
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ABN(A,BETA,J ,AKI,AKJ,C,D, M)
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON SN(2,2,3,3),ORO,OR1,DR2,ECO,EC 1,EC2 »DVAL,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST 
IF(M.GE.O) GO TO 6 
MM= -M
GO TO I I,2,3,4,5),MM p
1 ABN = AINI(A,BETA,J,AKl,AKJ,C,D)
RETURN
2 ABN = AIN2IA,BETA,J,AKI ,AKJ,C,D)
RETURN
3 ABN = AIN3IA,BETA ,J,AKI ,AKJ,C,Di
RETURN
4 ABN- = A IN4 (A,BETA,J,AKI ,AKJ,C,DJ
RETURN
5 ABN = AIN51A,BETA,J,AKI ,AKJ,C,D)
RETURN
6 ABN = FUNJIM,A,BETA,AKI,AKJ,C,D,J)
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION AIN2(A ,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D)
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON SN(2,2,3,3) ,DRO,DR 1,DR2,ECO,EC I,EC2 , DVAL,DTEX,PEST,TRCUB 
COMMON POST
ZXX = 3.1415926535397D0/2.D0
Q 1 = AINl(A,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,C)
02 = AINl(A + BETA,BETA,J-1 ,AKI ,AKJ,C,D)
03 = AINl(A,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C +ZXX,D)
Q4 = AIN1(A,8ETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C»D-ZXX)
A IN2 = -A*Q1+BETA*J*Q2+AKI*Q3-AKJ*Q4
RETURN
ENO
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION AIN3(A ,BETA,J,AKI ,AKJ,C,D)
IMPLICIT REAL *8 IA-H,0-Z)
COMMON SN12,2,3,3),DRO,DR I,DR2,ECO,EC I,EC2,0VAL,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST





A IN 3 = .5D0*(-A*Q1+BETA*J*Q2+AKI*Q3-AKJ*Q4|
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION AIN41 A ,BETA,J,AK£,AKJ,C,0)
IMPLICIT REAL *3 IA-H,Q-Z)
COMMON SN(2,2,3,31 , DRO,ORl,DR2,ECO,ECL,EC2,OVAL,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST
ZXX = 3.1415926535897D0/2.D0 
QI = AIN3(A,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D)






DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION BIN(B,A,BETA,J ,AKI,AKJ,C ,D ,M )
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON SN(2,2,3,31,CRO,CR1,DR2,ECO,EC I,EC 2 ,DVAL,DTEX,PEST,TROUB
COMMON POST
IF(M.GE .0 ) GO TO 10
I F I M . E Q . - l )  GO TO 9  
MB= - M  
MM =  NIB-1
GO TO ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) , MM
1 BIN = BIN218,A,BETA,J,AKI ,AKJ,C,D)
RETURN
2 BIN = BIN3IB,A,BETA,J,AKI ,AKJ,C,D)
RETURN
3 BIN = 8IN41B,A,BETA»J,AKI ,AKJ,C,D)
RETURN
4 BIN = BIN51B,A,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,0)
RETURN
10 Q1 = FUNJ(M,8,BETA,AKI,AKJ,C,C»J)
Q2 « FUNJIM,A+B,BETA,AKI,AKJ,C,D,J)
BIN = Q1-Q2 
RETURN





DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION BIN2(B,A,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,0)







Q1 = FINSJIB,A,BETA,AKI-AKJ,JI 
Q2 = FINSJIB,A,BETA,AKI+AKJ,J)
Q3 = FINCJIB,A,BETA,AKI-AKJ,J)
Q4 = FINCJt 8,A,BETA,AKI+AKJ,J)
Q5 = FINSJ(B,A,BETA,AKJ— AK I ,J) £




DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION BIN3{B,A ,BETA,J ,AKI ,AKJ,C,D)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON SN ( 2 » 2» 3 , 3),DRO,DR 1,DR2, EC0,EC1,EC2 ,DVAL,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST
ZXX = 3.141592653589700/2*00 
Q 1 = AIN2(A+B,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D)
Q2 = BIN2(B+BETA,A,BETA,J-l,AKI,AKJ,C,D)
Q3 = BIN2(B,A,8ETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C+ZXX,D)
Q4 = 3IN2(B,A,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ ,C,D-ZXX)
Q5 = BIN2IB,A,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C»D)
BIN3 = •5DO*(A*Q1 + J*BET A*Q2-*-AK I *Q3-AK0*04— B*Q5)
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTICN BIN4(B,A,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D)
IMPLICIT RE AL *8 (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON SN(2»2»3»3) ,CRO,DR1,DR2,ECO,EC 1,EC2,DVAL,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST
ZXX = 3.141592653589700/2.00 
Q1 = AIN3IA+B,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D)







DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION BIN5(B,A,BETA,J ,AKI,AKJ,C,D)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,0-Z)
CGMMGN SNI 2,2,3,3) ,DRO,DR1,DR2,ECO,EC 1,EC2,DVAL,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST
ZXX = 3.1415926535897C0/2.00 









Q4 = BIN4(B, A,BF.TA,J, AKI , AK J , C , D - ZXX)
Q5 = SIN4(B,A,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D>








IFII.LE.J) GO TO 14 
CALL FACT(1,1SOL)
INI = ISOL 
CALL FACT (J,ISOL)
IN = ISOL
CALL FACT(I— J ,ISGL)
INU = ISOL 




COMPUTES CROSS SECTIONS FROM THE R MATRIX 
R=R MATRIX, N = DIMENSION OF R, MAXIMUM N = 30 
IF INVR.GE.l INVERSE R MATRIX IS USED





IFCINVR.GE.1)GO TO 4 
DO 1 1=1,N 
DO 1 J=i,N 
X=0.0
IF{I«EQ.J )X= 1 *0 
Y=— R(I,J)
1 BU»J) = C MPL X ( SNGL ( X ) » SNGL(Y ) )
CALL GMIC(N,B)
DO 3 1=1,N 
DO 3 J=1» N 
Z=0.0





3 Q(I ,J)=X*X+Y*Y 
RETURN
4 DO 5 1=1,N 




5 B( I , J ) = CMPLXISNGL(X),SNGLtY)>
CALL GMIC(N» BI
DO 6 1=1,N 








THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO EVALUATE A 3 BY 3 DETERMINANT 
A IS THE INPUT ELEMENTS CF THE MATRIX 
D IS THE OUTPUT EVALUATION
IMPLICIT REAL *8 IA-H,0-Z>
DIMENSION A(3,3 J
BOY = A(1,1)*(A(2,2)*A(3,3)-A{2,3)*A(3,2)I 




DOY = A( I ,3)* (A (2, I K A (  3,2 ) — A {3, l)*A(2,2) )
0 = BOY - CGY + DOY 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE DRFO (M , S3, BETA , J , AK I , AK J , C, D» N, A )
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON SN(2,2,3,3),DRO,DR I,DR2,ECO,EC I,EC2,DVAL,DTE X,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST 
DIMENSION P{5)
DRO = O.DO 
IF(N.LE.O) GO TO 10 
JJ = -M + i 
NN = N— 1
CALL FACT{N,ISOL)
PAT = ISOL 
CALL FACT(N-l,ISOL)
PAM = ISOL 
OIV = A*=MN+1)
IF(M.GT.O) GO TO 12 
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5),JJ 
P (5) = AIN5IA+B,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D)
P (4) = AIN4(A+B,BETA,J,AKI»AKJ,C,D)
P (3) = AIN3(A+B,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D)
P (2) = AIN2(A+B,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D)
I Pll) = AINilA+B,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D)
DRO = -PAT*P(JJJ/DIV 
GO TO 13
12 DRO = -PAT*FUNJ(M-l, A + B,BETA, AKI,AKJ,C,D,J)/DIV
13 CONTINUE 
IF(NN.LE.O) GO TO 30 
DO 20 1 = 1,NN
CALL FACT IN-l-l,I SOL)
PGPS = ISOL
CALL FACT(N-I»I SOL)
TOPS = IS CL 
KK = M+N-l-I
KKK = -KK
IF(KK.LT.O) GG TO 21 
Q 1 = FUNJ(KK,A+B,BETA,AKI,AKJ,C,D,J)
GG TO 22
21 Q 1 = P(KKK)
22 CONTINUE




42 FCRNATI1H1,IX,•ERROR IS IN DPF' »/ )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DRF1(M ,B ,B E T A ,J ,A K I ,AKJ,C , D ,N,A 1 
IMPLICIT PEAL* 8 (A— H,Q-Z J
C CMMON SN t 2,2,3,3),DRO,DR 1,DR 2,ECO,EC I,EC2,OVAL, DTEX,PE S T,TRGUB
COMMON POST









SUM1 = PEAC*BIN(B,A,BETA,J,AK I,AKJ,C,D,M-2)/A**(N+2)
DO 3 1=1,N 
DIV = A * M I  + 1)
CALL FACT(N+ I— I,ISOL)
PAM = ISOL
Q 1 = ABN(A+B,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D,M+N-l-I>
SUM2 = SUM2 + PEAC*Ql/(DIV*PAM)
3 CONTINUE
IF(NOSE.LE.O) GO TO 7 
DO 10 1 = 1,NOSE
CALL FACT(N-2-l,ISOL)
PAT = ISOL 
DIV = A**(I+i)
Q 1 = ABN(A + B,BETA,J,AKI , AKJ,C ,D ,M+N-L-I)
S UM 3 = SUM3 + PACT*Ql/(PAT*DIV)
CCNTINUE
CONTINUE
DRl = SUM I - SUM2 + SUM3
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DRF2IH,B ,BETA,J ,AKI, AK J , C, D , N, A )
IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,0-Z)
COMMON SN(2,2,3,3),DRO,OR 1,DR2,ECO,EC I,EC2,OVAL,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST 
DIMENSION P (5)
DR2 = 0.00 
SUMI = O.CO 
SUM2 = O.DO 
SUM3 = 0 . 0 0  
IFIM.GT.2) GO TO 51 
IFIM.LT.-2) GO TO 10 
JJ = — M+3
GO TO I 1, 2,3,4, 5),JJ
















IF(LL.LE.O) GG TO 40 
GG TO {12,13,14,15,16),LL 
16 P(5) = AIN51A + B,BETA,J,AKI ,AKJ,C,D)
15 P (4) = AIN4<A+B,BETA,J,AKI ,AKJ,C,D)
14 P (3) = AIN3IA+8,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D)
13 P (2) = AIN2IA+S,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,0)





IF{NN.LE.0) GO TO 20
DO 21 1=1,NN
CALL FACT(N— 3— I ,I SOL)
TOPS = ISCL 
DIV = A*=MI + 1)
KJ = M+N-l-I 
KM = -KJ
IFIKJ.LT.O) GO TO 22 
Q 1 = FUNJIKJ,A+B,BETA,AKI,AKJ,C,D,J) 
GO TO 23
22 Q1 = PI KM)
23 CONTINUE





POPS = ISGL 
IFINN.LE.O) GO TO 30 





MJ = M+N-l-I 
MM = -MJ
IF(VJ.LT.G) GO TO 32
01 = FUNJ (MJ,A+B,BETA,AKI,AKJ,C,D,J)
GC TO 33 
3 2 Q1 = P(MM)
33 CONTINUE
SUM3 = POPS^Ql/(SACK^DIV) + SUM3 
31 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE





125 FORMAT!1H1,IX,’ERROR IS IN DRF21,/)
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE DSFUN!N ,A ,A K I ,A K J ,9,C )
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE INTEGRAL FROM ZERO TO 
C INFINITY OF THE INTEGRAL OF X TO THE POWER N TIMES THE EXPONENTIAL 
C TO THE POWER MINUS A TIMES THE SIN OF KIX PLUS B TIMES THE COS 
C OF KJ TIMES X PLUS C 
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 !A-H,0-Z)
COMMON SN(2,2,3 ,3) ,ORO,CR I , DR2,ECO,EC 1,FC2 ,DVAL ,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST
DIMENSION H (2) , AIN1{2),A IN 2!2)
B OW R{A,B) = !A/{A**2+B**2))**!N+1)
DO 1 1=1,2 
H ( 1 ) = AKI + AKJ 





TEMP = ( N + 1 ) - ( M { I ) / A )
IF U .  1:0.0) CO TO 7 
DO 2 M=1,K 
NN = -NN
CALL COMB (,\+ 1,2*N + I, MSOL )
TEMP = TEMP + NN*MSCL*{ H( I)/A)**{ 2*M+1)
2 CONTINUE 
7 CONTINUE
A IN I ( I ) = ISCL*TEMP*BOWRIA,HlI)>
I CONTINUE
DO 10 1=1,2 
H (1 ) = AKI+AKJ 




TEMP = 1.000 
IF{K.EQ.O ) GO TO 11 
DO 12 M=1,K 
NN = -NN
CALL COMB (N+l,2*M,MS0L)
TEMP = TEMP + NN*MSaL*(H(I}/A)**{2*M)
12 CONTINUE
II CONTINUE
A IN 2( I) = IS0L*TEMP*8GWR(A,H{I))
10 CONTINUE






COMMON SN(2,2,3,3) ,DRO*CR1,CR2,ECO,EC 1,EC2 ,DVAL ,DTEX,PFST,TROUB 
COMMON POST 
ECO = 0 .DO
103
iF(y.Lr.i) go rc 55




PAM = ISGL 
FAC = (-L)**N 
PP = N
PC = (PP+ 1.DO)/2.DO 
LL = L+l 




Q = A + NEX*8ETA
DIV = (Q*Q+AKI*AKI)**PQ
ALP = DAT AN IAKI/Q) + 3. 1415926535897D0
QQL = FUNJIM-1,Q + B,BETA,AKI,AKJ,C+(PP + 1.D O )* A L P ,D ,J )
ECO = ECO + C0*FAC*PAT*QQ1/DIV
DO 21 K = 1 ,N
CALL FACT(N + l—K ,I SOL)
PCPS = ISOL
CALL FACT(N-K,ISOL)
TCPS = ISOL 
SI = (-1)**!K-1 )
2 = K
DAV = IQ*Q +AKI*AKI)**l Z/2.D0)
0Q2 = FUNJIM+N-K,Q+B,BETA,AKI,AKJ,C+K*ALP,D,J)
SUM = SI* (PAT/PCPS-PAM/TOPS)'+GQ2/DAV 
21 ECO = ECO + CO *SUM
20 CONTINUE
RETURN 
5 5 V; R I T E ( 6 , 5 6 )




SUBRGUTIN E FACT(I, ISGL)
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES I FACTORIAL
ISGL=l
IF (l.LE.O) GO TO 14




DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FINSJ(S,A,C»GiJ)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-F,0-Z)
COMMON SN{2, 2,3,3) ,DRO,DR 1 ,DR2,ECO,EC 1,EC 2 , DVAL,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST
ZTF(A» B ,C ) = OATAN(C*(B-A)/(A*B+C*C))
ZPF(A » 8 ,C ) = .5D0*DL0G{ (B^B + C^O/IA^A+C^C) )
F INS1(B »A,C »Q ) = -B*ZTF(B,A+B,Q)+B*ZTF(B+C,A+3+C,Q)+A*ZTF(A+B, 
1A+B+C,Q)+C*ZTF(C + B,A+B+C,Q)+Q*ZPF(8 , A + 8 ,Q )-Q*ZPFIB+C,A+B+C,Q) 
FINS2(B,A,C.Q) = FINS I(e ,A ,C ,Q ) - F INS 1(B + C ,A,C,Q)
FINS3(3,A,C,Q) = FINS2IB » A , C , GI - F INS2(3 + C ,A ,C »Q )
FINS4IB,A ,C,Q) = FINS31E,A ,C,C> - F INS3IB + C ,A ,C,Q)
FINS5 ( B, A,C,Q) = FINS4(B,A,C,Q) - FINS41 8+C , A ,C ,Q )
F 1NS6IB,A,C,Q) = FINS5I B,A,C,Q) - FINS5IB+C ,A,C,Q)
FINSJ = 0.DO 
IFIQ.EQ.O.CO) RETURN 
GG TO (1,2,3,4,5,6) ,J 
FINSJ = F INSI(B,A,C»Q)
RETURN
FINSJ = FINS2(B,A,C,QI 
RETURN
FINSJ = F INS3(B ,A »C ,Q)
RETURN
FINSJ = F INS4(B,A,C,Q)
RETURN






6 F INSJ = F IN S o I3 , A,C,Q)
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FUNJ(M ,A,BETA,A K I ,A K J , C ,C ,J )
IMPLICIT REAL*3 (A-H.G-Z)




DC 6‘ 1 = 1, JJ
NEX = 1-1
CALL COMBIJ,NEX,MSOL)
CO = (-1)**( I + l}*MSOL
Q = A + NEX*BETA
CALL DSFUMM,G, AKI ,AKJ,C,D)




INVERTS A COMPLEX MATRIX OF MAXIMUM DIMENSION 30 X 30 
L = DIMENSION OF ACTUAL MATRIX TO BE INVERTED 
B = MATRIX TO BE INVERTED. B IS REPLACED BY ITS INVERSE.
IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H»0-Z)
C0KPLEX*16 EI3,3) , C (3,3 ),DI 3 ) , Q 
DO 1 N=1,L 
DO I M = 1, L
1 CIN,M)=0.0 
DO 5 N=1,L 








4 C ( N » M ) = C / C { N , N}
5 CONTINUE 
OC 6 N = 1, L 
DO 6 M= 1,L
6 B(N»M)=0.0 
DO 11 N=1 j L 
DO 7 M = 1, L
7 D { M ) = 0 . 0 
D ( N ) = 1.
DC 9 M =1j L 
Q = D { M )




DO 11 MM=1,L 
M=L+1—MM 
Q=D(M)



















COMMON S M  2 ,2 , 3 ,3 ) ,D R O ,DR 1,D R 2 ,ECO,EC 1,EC2,DVAL »DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST.
PI = 3. 1415926535897D0 
TERM = A**2-B**2+C**2 
IF(A.EQ.O.DO) GC TO 10 
IF(TERM ) 1,2,2





10 IF{S.EQ.C ) GG TO 11 
DTEX = PI/2.DO 
RETURN
11 DTEX = PI/4.DO 
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION TEXJI A ,B,C,D ,J )
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H,0-Z)







CO = C — 1J**(I + i)*MSOL 
Q = A + NEX*B 
CALL QFIQ,C,D )
6 TEXJ = TE XJ + CO*DTEX
RETURN 
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION AI N 5 1 A ,BETA,J ,A K I ,AKJ,C,D)
IMPLICIT REAL *8 IA-H,0-Z)
ZXX = 3.1415926535897D0/2.D0 
QI = AIN4IA,BETA,J,AKI,AKJ,C,D)
02 = AIN4IA+BETA,BETA,J-l,AKI ,AKJ,C,D)
03 = AIN4I A,BETA,J,AKI , AKJ,C + ZXX,D )




DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTIGN FINCJlB,A,C,Q,J)
C
IMPLICIT RE AL *8 (A-H,C-Z)
COMMON SNI 2,2,3 ,3) ,DRO,CRl,DR2,EC O ,EC I ,EC 2,D V A L ,DTEX,P E S T ,TROUB
108
CCM.vCN POST
Z T F { A » 8 »C ) = DATA,\(C*{ 6-A)/( A*B + C*C) ) 4
ZPF(A,B,C) = .5CO*DLOG( (3*3 + O C ) / (  A*A + C*C) )
F[NC 1 (B , At C ,Q ) = -B*Z P F {3 , A+ B , Q ) + B*ZPF(6 + C ,A + B + C ,Q )+A* ZPF(A+ B ,
1A+8+C,Q)+C*ZPF(C+8,A+8+C,Q)-Q*ZTF(B,A+3,Q)+G*ZTF{B + C ,A + B + C ,0)
F INC2(B.A ,C,Q) = F INC 1i 8»A,C ,Q )-FINC 1(B + C ,A ,C ,G )
FIMC3(3,A ,C,Q) = FINC2(E»A , C ,C) - F INC2(C + B , A ,C ,Q)
F INC41B »A » C ,Q ) = FINC3(B,A,C,G) - FINC3(C + B » A » C »Q)
FiNC5(B,A,C,Q) = F INC4 { 6 , A , C , GO - FINC4(C + B,A ,C ,Q)
F INC6 { B »A , C f Q } = FINC5{0,A ,C ,G) - F INC5{C+ B » A * C *Q )
PINCHB, A,C,Q) = A*ZPF( A, A+C,Q) + C*ZPF ( C , A + C » Q ) + B
PINC2(B,A,C,Q) = P I N C K 0,A,C»G) - FINC1{B+C,A ,C ,Qi
P I NIC3I B f A »C » Q) = PINCK e,A,C,Q) - 2 .DO*F I NC 1 ( B + C , A, C , Q) + FINCll
1B+2.D0*C,A,C,Q)
P INC4 I B i A »C » G ) = PINCH E, A,C ,Q) - 3 . D0*F INC I { B + C , A , C , Q J + 3.004= 
1FINCHB+2.C0*C, A,C,Q) - FINC1(B+3.D0*C,A,C,Q)
PINC5(B * A »C y Q ) = PINC4IB,AfC,CI - F INC4IB + C ,A ,C ,Q )
PINC6IB tA t C t Q ) = PINC5(E.A,C,Q) - F INC5(B + C ,A ,C,Q)
IFIQ.EQ.O.CO.ANC.B.EQ.O.DO) GO TO 5 
GO TO (I,2,3,4, II,12),J
1 FINCJ = 
RETURN
FINCHB r At C » Q )
2 FINCJ = 
RETURN
F INC2(B »Ai C i Q )
3 FINCJ = 
RETURN
F INC3 {B > A»C »Q )
4 FINCJ = 
RETURN
F INC4IB »A »C »Q )
11 FINCJ = 
RETURN
F INC513 »A, C »Q )
12 FINCJ = 
RETURN
F INC613 »A,C,Q)
5 GO TO (6,7,8,9, 15 , 16) ,
6 FINCJ = 
RETURN
P INCH B »A■» C t Q )
7 FINCJ = PINC2IB »A » C » Q )
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RETURN
8 FINCJ = 
RETURN
P INC3C8 ,A ,C ,Q )
9 FINCJ = 
RETURN
P IN C 4 ( 3 , A , C , Q )







SU3ROUTIN E D R M A (P M ,RM A ,RH AI N .A K 1,AK 2,AK3 )
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ELEMENTS OF THE R MATRIX 
C AND ALSO THE ELEMENTS OF THE R— INVERSE MATRIX 
C
IMPLICIT REAL *8 CA-H,G-Z)
DIMENSION PM(2» 2,3,3) ,R M A (3,3),G A M O {3,3),A 8 E O (3,3),GAMC3,3J 
DIMENSION A B E (3,3),AC3,3),AB(3,3),B t 3),V K {3),PSUM(3,3) 
DIMENSION R M AIN(3,3)
NCH = 3 
DO I 1=1,NCH 
DO 1 J=I,NCH
1 A (I,J ) = PM(2,2,I,J)
DO 2 1=1,NCH
2 BCI) = — P M(2,1,I,L)
DO 3 1=1,NCH
DO 3 J=1,NCH
3 ABC I,J) = A{I,J )
CALL DETERC A,D)
DENCM = D
DC 4 M= 1,NCH 
DC 3 1=1,NCH 
DC 5 J = 1» NCH
5 AC I,J) = ABC I,J )
DO 6 K= 1,NCH
6 A { K , M ) = 3 ( K )
CALL DETERCA,C)
110
GAMO (I,,-') = 0/ DEN CM
CCNTINUE
DO 7 1=1,NCH




A{ I , J) = A B {I , J )
DO 10 K = l i NCH 
A ( K , M ) = 8 ( K )
CALL DETER(A ,D)
GAMOI 2,M) = D/DENCM 
CCNTINUE 
DC 11 1=1,NCH 
BlIJ = - P M 12,1,1,3) 
DG 12 M = 1,NCH 
DO 13 1=1,NCH 
DO 13 J = 1 ,NCH 
A (I,J) = ABl I ,J)
DO 1 4  K = 1 , NCH 
A I K , M )  =  B ( K )
CALL DETERlA,D)
G A M O l 3 , M) = D / D E N G M  
C O N T I N U E  
DO 1 5  1 = 1 , NCH 
DO 1 5  J = 1 , NCH 
A l l t J )  = P M( 1 , 1 ,  I , J ) 
DO 1 6  1 = 1 , NCH 
B ( I )  = - P M l 1 , 2 , I « 1 )  
DO 1 7  1 = 1 , NCH 
DO 1 7  J = 1 , NCH 
A B l  I ,  J) = AI  I ,  J  )
CALL DETE RI A,D)
DENOM = D 
DC 18 M=1,NCH
DO 19 J = 1 , NCH 
A( I , J) = AI? ( I i J )
DO 20 K=1,NCH 
A ( K , M ) = t* { K )
CALL DETE R ( A , C) 
A0EC(1,,M) = D/DENCM 
CONTINUE 
DC 21 1=1,NCH 
B ( I ) = - P J M 1,2,1,21 
DO 22 M = 1,NCH 
DC 23 I=1,NCH 
DO 23 J = 1 ,NCH 
A (I ,J ) = A 8 ( I , J }
DO 24 K = 1 ,NCH 
A (K , M ) = E{K)
CALL D E TER{A ,D) 
ABEOJ 2,M) = D/DENCM 
CGNTINUE 
DO 29 1 = 1 ,NCH 
B CI) = — P N (1,2,1,3) 
DO 27 M=1,NCH 
DC 25 1=1,NCH 
DO 25 J=1 ,NCH 
At I,J) = ABt I , J )
DO 26 K = 1 ,NCH 
A { K , M ) = B { K )
CALL DETE R (A,D) 
ABEOt 3, M) = D/DENCM 
CONTINUE 
V K {1) = AKI 
VK{2) = AK2 
VK{3) = A K3 
DC 36 IQ= I,NCH 
DO 36 NU = 1,NCH 
PSUMtIQ,NU) = 0.DO 
DO 30 N U = 1,NCH
to
DO 30 I Q = 1 » NC H
DO 31 IP = 1, NCI-
31 PSUM(IG»MU) = PM{ 1,2,I3,IP)*CAMG(NU, IP) + PSUM(IQ,NU)
G A M (N U »IQ) = GAMU(NU,IC) - (1.DO/VKI IQ) )*{P M (4,1,IQ,N U ) + PSUMI
1 IQ,NU))
30 CGNTINUE
DO 37 IQ= 1» NCH 
DC 37 N U = 1,NCH 
37 PSUM(IGfNU) = 0.DO
DC 32 NU = 1»NCH
DO 32 IQ = 1»NCH
DO 33 IP = I,NCH
33 PSUMII Q » N U ) = PM(2,I,IGtIPI*ABEG(NU,IP) + PSUM(IQ,NU)
AB£(NU»IQ) = AB EQINU» IQ) + {1.DO/VK(IQ))*{PMI2 ,2,IQ,N U ) + PSUMI 
1IG.NU))
32 CCNTINUE
DC 34 IP = I,NCH
DO 34 IQ = I,NCH
34 RMAIIP»IQ) = DSQRTIVKIIQ)/VK( IP))*GAM{IP,IQ)
DO 35 IP = I,NCH
DO 35 IQ = I,NCH




DOUBLE PRECISIUN FUNCTICN ZPFJI A ,B ,C,D,J)
C
IMPLICIT RE AL *8 (A-H,G-Z)
COMMON S N {2 » 2» 3 »3),D R O ,DR 1,D R 2 ,ECO,EC I»E C 2 ,D V A L ,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST
Z P F {A ,B »C ) = .5D0*QLCG( (8*3+C*C)/(A*A+C*C))
ZPF1(A,B,C,D) = .5Q0*ZPF(A,A+B,C+D) + .5D0*ZPF{A,A+B,C-D) 
ZPF2(A*B»CtD) = ZPFKAtB»CtD) - ZPF1(A+B,3 ,C,D>
ZPF3(A,B,C,C) = ZPF2IA,B,C,D) - ZPF2(A + B ,B,C,0)
ZPF4lA,BfC»C) = ZPF31A,8,C,D) - ZPF3IA+B,8,C ,D )
ZPF5IA,B,C,C) = ZPF4(A,B,C,D) - ZPF4{A+ B ♦ 8 ,C,D )
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ZPF6(4,B,C,u) = ZPF5(A,G,C,0) - Z PF 5 ( A + B , B ,C , C )
I F ( A.EO.O .DO) GG TU 10 
Z PF J = O.CO 
IF(J.EQ.O) RETURN 





Z PF J = ZPF3{A,B,C,C)
RETURN
ZPF J = ZP F A (A ,B »C » Q )
RETURN
ZPF J = ZPF5(A,B,C,0)
RETURN
ZPF J = ZPF6{A,B,C,0)
RETURN 
W RIT E (6,53)
FORMAT( 1H1»IX,1 ERRGR IS IN ZPFJ‘,/)
RETURN
ENO
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ZG J (A , B , C ,D, J )
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H,C-Z)
COMMON SNt2, 2,3,3) ,CRO,C R I ,D R 2 ,E C O ,EC 1,E C 2 ,D V A L ,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST
Z G ( A tBfC) = .25C0*QL0G((A*A+{8+ C )**2)/(A * A + {B - C )**2)) 
Z G I(AfB,C.D) = ZG(A , C ,D ) - ZG(A+B,C,D)
Z G 2 {A ,B,C » D ) = ZGI(A,B,C,D) - Z G 1 (A + B ,B ,C ,D )
Z G 3 (A ,8,CiD) = ZG 2(A ,3,C ,0) - Z G 2 (A+ B ,B ,C ,DJ
ZGA(A,B,C,D) = ZG3(A,B,C,D) - Z G 3 (A+B,B ,C ,D )
Z G5 ( A »B »C,D) = ZG4(A,3,C,D) - Z G 4 (A+B,B ,C ,0)
Z G 6 (A ,B ,C ,D ) = ZG 5{A ,8iC » D } - Z G 5 (A + 3 ,B ,C ,0)
IF{A.EQ.O.DO) GO TO 10 
IF(J.EQ.O) GO TC 12 
GO TO ( 1,2, 3,4,5,6),J
1 ZGJ = Z G 1 {A , B , C ,0)
RETURN
2 ZGJ = Z G 2(A ,BiC , D )
RETURN
3 ZGJ = Z G 3 (A » 8 »CiD}
RETURN
4 ZGJ = Z G4 { A , B ,C , D )
RETURN
5 ZGJ = ZG5(A,B,C,D>
RETURN
6 ZGJ = ZG6(A,B,C,D)
RETURN
12 ZGJ = ZG(A , C , D )
RETURN 
10 WRITE(6,53)
53 FORMAT!1H1,IX,'ERROR IS IN Z G J ’ ,/)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE EOTS IM,B ,BETA,J,AKJ ,D,N ,A , L ,AKI,C)
IMPLICIT REAL !A-H,0-Z)
COMMON SN { 2 , 2 » 3 ,3 }, DRO , DR 1,D R 2 ,ECO,EC 1,E C 2 ,D V A L ,DTEX,PEST,TRGUB 
COMMON POST
DIMENSION C O (A) ,ALP(4),G(4)
PEST = 0» DO 
LI = L+l
GO TO (1,1,2,3),LI
1 COIl) = 1.DO
C0 ( 2) = - 1o DO 
GO TO 10
2 COIl) = 1 .DO
C O {2) = - 2 . DO 
C O O )  = I. DO 
GO TO 10
3 CC(l) = 1 .DO
C 0 1 2) = - 3 . DO
C C ( 3) = 3.DO
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C C (4} = - 1. DO 
10 CONTINUE 
Q ( 1) = A
Q (2) = A + BETA
Q {3) = A + 2.D0*BETA
Q {4) = A + 3« D C^BETA
CALL FACT(N+2,ISOL)
PAT = ISOL
PI = 3.14159265358S7D0 
SIG = (- 1 )**(N+2)
Z = N 
MM = M-3 
NN = N+3 
LL = L+l 
DO 20 1 = 1, LL
ALP(I) = DATANIAKI/QtI)) + PI
DIV = (Q{ I ) * Q U )  + AKI*AKI)**{ {Z*-3.D0)/2.D0)
IF(MM) 21,22,22
21 TE = AIN( B,BETA,J,0,AKJ,C+(N + 3.D0)*ALP{ I) ,0,-MM) 
GO TO 23
22 TE = FUNJIMM, B, BETA, 0, AKJ, C M N + 3 .  DO)*ALP(I ),D,J)
23 CONTINUE
PEST = — CGI I)*SIG£PAT£TE/DIV + PEST 
DC 30 N U = 1,NN 
FA = C-l) **{NU-1)
CALL FACT(N+3-NU,ISOL)
PAM = ISOL 
P = NU
DAV = (G(I)*Q(I)+AKI*AKI>**(P/2.D0)
K = M+N-NU 
IF(K) 31,32,32
31 TP = AIN(B + 0( I) ,BETA,J ,AKI , AK J ,C + NU*ALP(I) ,D,-K) 
GG TO 33









SU3R0UT INE EP F ( .V, B , B ET A , J , AK J ,D , N » A , L , AKI , C)
IMPLICIT REAL*3 (A- H ,G - Z )
COMMON S N (2,2,3,3) ,CRO,DR 1 , D R 2 ,ECO,EC I,EC 2,DVAL ,DTEX,PEST,TROUB 
COMMON POST 
COMPLEXES FALLA
COMPLEX*16 CA,DA,CAL,DAL,CEN(4) ,SDEN1(4,4) ,SDEN2(4,4) »SDLN1(4,4), 
1SDLN2(4»4),ELC1(4), EL02(4) ,ELN1(4),ELN2(4),SUM 1(4,4),SUM2(4,4), 
1FR01(4,4),FRG2(4,4),FIN1(4,4},FIN2(4,4),CDA,CDAL,TIN1(4,4), 
1TIN2(4,4) ,TINF(4,4) ,ANS,BNS 
REAL*4 ZEBRA
DIMENSION C0 ( 4) ,B014),Q(4),P(4)
TR0U8 = O.DO 
LI = L*1
GO TO ( 1, 1,2,3) ,LI
1 CC(1) = 1 . DO
C C I 2) = — 1.DO 
GO TO 4
2 COll) = 1 .DO
C0( 2) = - 2 . DO
C O O )  = 1 .DO 
GO TO 4
3 CC(1) = 1 .DO
C O (2) = - 3 . DO 
C C {3) = 3.DO 
C C U )  =-l .DO
4 CONTINUE
GO TO (5,6,7),J
5 B C { I) = 1 . DO
80(2) = -1.00 
GO TO 9
6 B C (1) = l.CO
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B C (2) = -2,DO 
3C { 3) = 1 .CO 
GO TO 8
7 BO( 1) = 1 .DO 
B O {2) = -3.DO 
80(3} = 3 .DO 
BC(4) = — 1.DO
8 CONTINUE 
DC 9 1 = 1,4
9 Q C I ) = A + ( I-I}*BETA 
DO 10 1=1,4
10 P(I) = B + ( I-l)*8ETA





COA = DCMPLX(CARLB,— C)
C DAL = CDEXP(CDA)
CAL = CDEXP(CA)
DAL = CDEXP(DA)
J1 = J+l 
MB = M+2 
ANS = (0,0)
DO 13 JJ=1,J1
13 DEN(JJ) = CCMPL X( P (J J ),-AKJ)
DO 14 JJ=1,J1
DO 14 LL= 1,Li
14 SDEN1(JJ,LL) = D C M P L X ( P ( J J ) + G ( L L ) ( A K I + A K J ) )
DO 15 JJ=1,J1
DO 15 LL= 1» L 1
15 S D E N 2 (J J ,LL) = DCMPLX(P (JJ)+Q{L L ),AKI-AKJ}
DC 16 JJ=1,J1
DO 16 L L = 1»LI
16 S D L N 1 (J J ,LL) = CDLOGfSDEN1(JJ,LL)>
DO 17 JJ=1,J1
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DO 17 L L= 1, L 1
17 SDLN21JJ,LL) = CDLGG(S D EN2(J J ,L L ))
DC 18 LL= 1»L 1
E L O K L L )  = DCMPLX (w(LL) ,-AK I )
18 EL02(LL) = DCMPLX{Q CLL),AKI)
DO 19 LL= I,LI
ELNl(LL) = CDLOGt E L O K L L )  )
19 E L N 2 (L L ) = CDLOG{EL02{L L ))
DG 20 JJ=1,J1
DO 20 LL= 1 fL 1
SUM 1(JJ »L L ) = (0,0)
20 S U M 2 (JJ »L L) = (0,0)
DO 21 JJ=1,J1
DO 21 LL= 1, L 1 
DO 22 M S = 1,MB
22 S U M 1 (J J ,L L ) = SUMi(JJ,LL)+(l.D0,0)/{MS*DEN{JJ)**(M+3-MS)*SCENU
1JJ,LL)**MS)
21 CONTINUE
DO 23 JJ=1,J1 
DO 23 LL= 1,LL 
DO 24 M S = 1,MB
24 S U M 2 (J J ,L L) = SUM2(J J ,L L ) + (I.D O ,0)/(MS*DEN(J J )**(M+3-MS)*SDEN2{
IJJ,LL)**MS)
23 CONTINUE
DO 25 JJ=1,J1 
DO 25 LL= 1»LI
FR01(JJ,LL) = (SDLN1(JJ,LL)-ELN1(LL))/DEN(JJ)**(M+3)
25 F R 0 2 (J J ,L L ) = (SOLN2(JJ ,LL)-ELN2(L L ))/DEN(J J )**{M + 3 )
DO 26 JJ=1,J1
DC 26 LL= 1,L 1
FIN1(JJ,LL) = F R O I (J J ,LL)-SUM 11JJ,L L )
26 F IN2(JJ » LL) = FR02(JJ,LL) - SUM2(JJ,LL)
IFIN.EQ.2) GO TG 27
GO TO 28
27 DC 29 JJ=1,J1 













T IN I ( J J »L L ) = CC(LL) * B 0 ( J J ) * C A L * D A L * P A T * F INl(JJ,LL)/{0f2.D0) 
TIN2(JJ?LL) = CC( LL) -BO I J J )* CDAL*DAl*PAT*F IN2I J J » LL ) / { 0 , 2. DO ) 
DO 30 JJ= 1,Jl 
DC 30 LL = 1»L I
TINF(JJfLL) = TI N K J J f L L )  - TIN2(JJ,LL)
DO 31 JJ=1,J1 
DO 31 L L = 1r L 1 
ANS = ANS + TINF(JJ,LL)
FALLA = ANS
ZEBRA = R EAL{FALLA)
BNS = DCONJG(ANS)
ANS = (ANS + 8NS)/{2.D O ,0 )
IF(ZEBRA) 32 » 32 ? 33 
TROUB = — CDABSIANS)
GO TO 34
TROUB = C C A B S (ANS )
CONTINUE 
GO TO 35 
DO 36 JJ=1,J1 
DO 36 LL=1,L1
F I N K J J t L L )  = FIN1{JJ|LL)*ELG1(LL)
FIN2(JJtLL) = FIN2{JJ»LL)*ELC2(LL)
DO 37 JJ=1,J1 
DC 37 L L = 1» LI
T 1 N K J J » L L )  = CC(LL)*B0tJJ)*CAL*0AL*PAT*FINl{JJ,LL)/(0,2.D0) 
TIN2(JJ»LL) = C0{LL)*BG(JJ)*CDAL*DAL*PAT*FIN2(JJ,LL)/(0,2.DO) 
DO 38 JJ=1,J1 
DO 38 LL=1,L1
TINF(JJtLL) = T I N 2 (J J » L L ) - TINltJJ,LL)
DC 39 JJ=l,Jl 
DO 39 LL= 1» L 1 
ANS = ANS + TINF(JJ,LL)
FALLA = ANS




IE ( Z 1: BRA ) ',0, 40,41 
4 J T R 0 U 3 = -CCA3SIANS)
GO TO 4 2 
4 1 TROUB = C CABS(A N S I
CONTINUE 
BUM = O.DO 
DO 4 3 LL= 1,LI
TIM = EUNJ(M* 11 B + QILL5 ,BETA,A K I ,AKJ ,C,D , J } 
43 BUM = BUM + CGILL)-TIM
TROUB = TROUB + BUM 
35 CALL E O T S (M » B 18 ET A ,J f AK J » D »N ,A »L »AKIr C J
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